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PREFACE

T vvolumeue is designed as a .Comprehensive guide to the National
Longitudinal Surveys of Labor Market Experience (NLS), and is intended for two

, major categoiies of readers. Persons 7./ho wish to ascertain whether their
research interests, can be served by the, NLS data v2.111 find useful the detailed
description of the 2bjectives of the surveys, the samples covered, and the types
of information collect&i. The availability and cost of the several NLS data files
will also be of in rest inthis context. For researcherg who acquire the data
files, the volume performs the additional funCtions of describing the layout of
the computer tapes, explaining the documentation, and presenting a number of
caveats relating to the use of the data.

The original edition of this Handbook (1973) was onevelement in' a
comprehensive revision of the NLS public-use data tapes originally- produced by
the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The guidelines for the revision were established
in the light of extended experience with the original versions of the tapes by the
staff of the Center for,Human Resource Research and by researchers elsewhere
who had acquired and were using them. Suggestions were solicited from all
known users, and an NLS Users' Conference 'vas held at The Ohio State
University in 'June, 1973, to discusi the ways in which the existing data tapes and
those subsequently to be released might be made more readily usable for the

\variety of purposes they were serving. 4Thus, there was a substantial contribution
to the effort by a large number'of members of the research community, to all of
whom we wish to express our gratitude.

The format of the revised data files and documentation reflect the
ingenuity and dedicated effort of an able team of computer specialist's under the
leadership of John T. Grasso, who at the time was Manager of, the Data
Processing Unit of the Center for Human Resource Research. The several facets
of the revision of the public-use tapes that had already been prepared by the
Census Bureau were accomplished under the supervision of Karen Blackwell,
Marta' Fisch, C. Karl Kuehne, III, Daniel M. Hummer, and Robert G., Shondel.
Hummer originally suggested the format for this Handbook, and he was largely
responsible for the content of Sections V ana VI. The preparation a the tapes
that have subsequently been released has been directed first by. Robert Shondel
and, more recently,' by Carol Sheets, who have successively served as Manager of
the Data Processing Unit. .

In the course of the work innumerable questions have arisen relating to
specific variables on Census tapes, which has required' very close, liaison With
perspnel in the Demographic Surveys Division. We are particularly grateful in
this respect "forthe cooperation of Robert Mangold and of the following members
of the Census staff: Betty Dobronski, Sharon Fondelier; -Patrick Healy, Ken
Kaplan, 'parrot 'Kindel, Dorothy Koger, Gregory Russell, Thomas Scoop, and
Emilye Williams.

Finally, it perilaps goes without saying that ultimate credit for the NLS
data files must be (-accorded to officials of the Employment and Training
Administration of the Department of Labor who initially recognized the valve of
such a study and halite provided continuous financial' and prOfessional support; to
the some 20,000 individuals ;throughout the United States who consented to be
the subjects of the study; to the large number of individuals in the Bureau of the
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Census who have participated over the years in designing the sample and. in
collecting, editing, and processing the data; and to present and past members of
the-staff of the project in the Center for Human Resource Research at The Ohio
State University who have been responsible for the design of the study and the
construction of the variables.

As this edition of the Handbook goes to press, preparation'i are being made
for the extension of the NLS along two fronts: (1) continuation of the surveys
with the existing panels of respondents -beyond the ten years that had been
contemplated and (2) the development of a new panel of female and male youth
to be surveyed for the first time in January 1979 and annually thereafter. In the
first of these efforts the Census Bureau will contin0 to be responsible for the
field work and the process of data reduction. The &sign of the samples for the
new panel, as well as the field work and preparation of data tapes, "will be the
responsibility of the National Opinion Research. Center. We look forward with
excitement to this new phase of the project. .

h.

a.

Herbert S. Parnes
Project Co-Director
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1. STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE NLS RESEARCH PROJECT

The National Longitudinal Surveys were born early in 1965 when the Office
of Manpower Policy, Evaluation, and Research of the United States Department
of Labor contracted with the Center for Human Resource Research of, The Ohio
State University for longitudinal studies of the labor market experience of four
groups in the United States population: men 45 to 59 years of age,,women 30 to
44 years of age, and young men And women 14 to 24. (For convenience, these
groups will hereafter be referred to as "men," "women," "boys," and "girls,"
respectively.) Under a separate contract with the Labor Department, the Bureau
of the Census was to be responsible for the design of the sample, the field work,
and data processing.

Since budget constraints precluded a sample.of the-total population, these
four groups were selected because each faces more or less unique labOr market
problems-sof special concern to policy makers. For the two cohorts of youth,
these problems revolve around the, process of occupational choice, and include
both the preparation for work and the frequently difficult period of accommoda-
tion to the labor market when formal schooling has been completed, The special
problems of the middle-aged men stem in part from skill obsolescence, frO'm the
increasing incidence of health problems, and from employment discrimination, all
of which are reflected in declining labor force participation rates ind in longer-
than-average duration of unemployment, if it occurs. For the wome,n,,the special
labor market problems are those associated with re-entry into the labor force by
married women who feel that their children no longer require their. continuous
presence at home.

A. The Surveys

The initial plan called for annual interviews over a five-year period with
representative samples of individuals--six interviews with each cohort. As a
result of cost considerationg it was decided after the second survey of the men to

survey the two older groups biennially rather than annually. 1 The younger
groups, because of their greater mobility, were tb continue to be interviewed
annually. As the five-year period drew to a close, the relatively low attrition
rates2 that had been experienced and the widespread interest that had been

I The older cohort f women were interviewed in both .1971 and 1972 in
order to permit a survey a the end of the five -year' period.

2Although at he o et of the study it was feared that attrition would be a
major problem, shr e of the samples hat been remarkably small. For
example, in the fifth year survey of the men (1971) 83 percnt of the original
respondents were interviewed,'half of the remainder having -died and the other
half having disappeared from the sample as the result of .their refusal to be
interviewed or of the inability of Census enumerators to 'locate them. The
corresponding completion rates for the fifth-year surveys,of the other cohorts
were 88 percent for the women, 76 petcent for the boys, and 86 percent, for the
girls. As of August 1977, the completion rates for the most'recent completed
surveys for which data are available are as follows: men, 69 percent (1976);
boys, 71 percent (1976); women, 78 percerit (1977); and girls, 80 percent (1977).

1
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generated 'in the data bases led to the decision to continue the lurveys beyond
the period originally contemplated. With the advice of an interdisciplinary
adviso',y panel that was assembled to consider the issue, plans were made to
cover an additional five:year perio5i kr each cohort by Means of two brief
biennial telephone .surveys and a face o-face interview ten years after the
original survey.

During 1976 consideration wa'S,siven to yet another extension of the study.
After a questionnaire survey of all knoOrrusers-of--NLS data, and '',Te1/4$011-nenda-

, tion by an interdisciplinary panel of experts convened by the Department-of---- -
Labor, a decision was ultimately,reached in 1977 to (1) continue the surveys of
the four samp,les for an additional five years (so long as attrition did not become
a serious proiblem) and (2) begin a new longitudinal study of a panel of young men
and young women. 91'he latter study was to permit a replication of musthpf the
analysis made of the earlier cohort's of youth and also to help to evaluate the
expanded employment and training programs for youth legislated .by the 1977
amendments to the Cnprehensive Employment and,Training Act. TO these ends,
a national probability sample was to be drawn consisting of 6,000 young women
and 6,000 young men between the ages of 14 and 21, with overrepresentation of
blacks, Hispanics, and economically disadvantaged whites.

Atcording to plans as of the d.te of this publication (November, 1977) the
new sample of youth will be interviewed for the first time in January of 1979,
and annually thereafter. esponsibility,for drawing the sample, conducting the
field work, and preparing to -tapes has been subcontracted by the Center for
Human Resource Researc to the National Opinion Research Center (NORC).
Since detailed plans for these surveys remain to be developed the remaining
portions of this Handbook will deal exclusively with the four, samples of
respondents from whom information has been collected since the mid-1960's.
The following table shows the surveys of these.groups that will have been
completed through 1978 and the .additional ones' that are planned for the
remainder' of the 15-year survey period:

In the case of both the boys and girls, interviewing began at approximately
the same time each year--in October for the boys and in January for the girls.
Because of scheduling problems in the Census bureau, 'the month in which the
interviews were conducted with the men and women was changed after 1968.
Until the .1968 it survey, surveys of both groups began in May of each year;
after 1968, the nteeviews with the men began in July while _pose with the
women began in April. The inter-viewing prOtess for each cOhort,extended over a
period of ,two to three months. The longest.period occurred in the 1968 survey of
girls, which began in the week of January 22, 1968 and ended on May 1, 1968;
among the shortest interviewing periods was that of the 1972 survey of women,
when interviewing began on April 24 and ended on June 23.. ..

Each of the four cohorts was represented by a national probability sample.
of approximately 5,000 individuals. The samples were drawn by the Bureau of
the Census from the primary sampling units (PSU's) that had been selected for
the experimental 'Monthly Labor Survey conducted between early 1964 and late

*1966.3 In order to provide statistically reliable estimates 149 blacks and to

3For a detailed description of the sampling design, see Section II.
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Year Men Boys . Women .Girls

1966 Inter view ,Interview

1967 . Inter view Interview Interview - - -

'1968 Mail survey Interview Mail survey Interview

1969' Inter view Interview Interview Interview

1970 Interview - - - , Interview

1971 Interview Interview *Interview Interview

1972 Interview Inter view

1973 Telephone
survey

sTelephohe
survey

Inter view

1974 - - Telephone
survey

1975 Telephone Telephone Telephone
survey survey, survey

-1976 Interview Interview Telephone
survey

1977 - - , Interview Telephone
survey

1978 -Telephone
survey

Telephone
survey

- Interview

1979 - Telephone -
* survey

1980 Telephone
survey

Telephone ,

survey
Telephone

survey

1981 Interview Telephone
survey

Interview

1982 Interview Telephone
survey

1983 - - Interview

permit a more confident analysis of di-fferences ,. labor market exEeriences
between blacks and whites,, a sampling ratio for blacks three to four times as
large as that for whites was used.

B. Functions- of Census Bureau and Cente'r for Hurt an Resodrce ReSearch

Froin their inceptionlvthe National Longitudinal Surveys have involved
close collabbration between the- Center for Human Resource Research and the
United States, Bureau of the Census, both operating under separate contracts '
with the Employment and Training Administration of the Department of Labor.
The nsus Bureau was to be responsible for designing and drawing the samples,,
for con cting all of the field work, and for processihg the data. The Center fpf
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"Human Resource Research was charged with designing the studies and the
content of 'the interview schedules, developing coding specifications, analyzing
the data, and writing the reports.

This brief description of the division of responsibility, however, obscurest,
the close interaction and cooperation

some
the two organizations at *every

stage of the research. Indeed, in some cases jurisdictional lines were blurred.
For example, staff memberS of the Center for Human Resource Research were
generally present at training sessions in which Census enumerators were being
instructed in the content of the interview schedules. In pretests, and on a
number of occasions in actual surveys, Center personnel were sworin as special
agents of the Census Bureau and accomRanied interviewers in order to have, a
firsthand view of how the interviews were going. On the other hand, while
interview content was principally the responsibility of the Center, the Census
exercised 'a substantial influence oVel schedule content. For the most part. this
was -through valuable advice based on their long experience with. survey
instruments, but in a few instances it occurred by the exercise of a Veto. For
example, in- the initial stages of the pioject, the Bureau 'steadfastly refused to
administer standard psychological scales, although this policy was relaxed to the
extent of permitting the inclusion of an abbreviated version of Ratter's Internal-
External Control scale by -the time of the1969 'interview schedules. As another
example, the Bureau was unwilling to,use a-method of collecting 12-month work
histories that would have coded an individual's status in each of the _months
between two interview dates. However, beginning with the 1970 surveys, the
Bureau developed an elaborate and rather complex substitute scheme-which vas
intended to produce the same kind of detail.

.Needless to say, the division of function between staffs of the Census
Bureau and the Center' for Human Resource Research has necessitated
continuous. and very close liaison. Hardly aClay has gone by without at least one
telephone conversation between Center and Census personnel. In addition,
voluminous memoranda flow between the two agencies, and there have been a
large number of face7fo-face planning meetings.

The modus operandi between the two agencies has evolved over the years,
but changed rather substantially in 1971 and again 1973. Until 1971, all
tabulations of survey data were produced by the Census Bureau on the-basis of
specifications provided by the Center. Since the Census-restricted its data
processing to the preparation ot4ross-tabulations, the Center's reports were
confined to tabular analysis. Beginning in 1971, the Center assumed a larger role
in data processing. Both parties agreed that for surveys not yet processed by'
Census, data tapes would be made available to the Center after the preparation.
of a limited number of test tables suggested that the tape was reasonably
"clean." Among other things, this change meant that many of the complex
variables on the tapes began to be developed by the Center data processing staff
rather than by the Census.

The second major change in the division of responsibility between the
Census and the Center for Human Resource Research occurred in 1973 with the
decision that the Center would assume responsibility for producing a standard-
ized tape for public use. Up to that time the Census Bureau prepared public-use
tapes that were similar to those it furnished the Center, except that they
included only a portion of the recoiled variables appearing in the Center's tapes.
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The NLS tapes made available by the Census both to ,the Center and to other
researchers had a number of Characteristics that made them not readily usable,
particularly for multivariate analysis. Since the Center had to rewrite these
tapes in any case, it appeared uneconomic to perpetuate a situation in which all
users of the public tapel had to perform essentially the arne tasks iniorder to
make the tapes operational. It was therefore agreed that the Center would both
revise previ9usly issued tapes and, in addition, assume the function of producing,
documenting, and distributing all subsequent ones.
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41. SAMPLING, INTERVIEWING AND ESTIMATING PROCEDURES

Each of the four original NLS samples was designed to represent the
civilian noninstitutional population of the United States at approximately the
time of,,the" initial survey. Because there were no additions to the samples over
the years of the surveys, they cannot be construed to be precisely representative
of the civilian population in any year after the first. The departure is most
significant in the case of the young men, since those who were in the military
service as of 1966 but who subsequently returned to civilian life are not
represented.4

. A. Sampling Procedure
% .

Each of the four age-Sex cohorts is represented by a'multi-stage probability
sample located in 235 sample areascomprMng 485 'counties and independent,
cities representing every state and the District of Columbia; The 235 sample
areas were selected by rouping all of the nation's counties and independent
cities into about 1,900 imary sampling units (PSU's) and further forming 235
strata of one or mor PSU's that are relatively homogeneous according to
socioeconomic characteristics. 'Within each of tht.--strata a single 1041.1- was
ielected to represent the stratum. Within eaeh PSU a probability sample of
housing units was selected to represent the civilian noninstitutional population.

Since one of the -survey requirements was to provide separate reliable
statistics for blacks, households in predominantly black enumeration districts
(ED') were selected at a rate between three and four times that for households
in predominantly-white ED's. The sample was designed to provide approximately
5,000 interviews for each of the four cohorts--about 1,500 blacks and 3,500
whites. When this requirement was examined in light of the expected number of
persons in each age- sex -color group it was found that about 42,000 households
would be required in order to find the requisite number of blacks in each age-sex
group.

An initial sample of about 42,000 housing units was selected and a
screening interview took plice in March and April, 1966. Qf this number about
7,500 units were found to be vacant, occupied by persons whose usual residence
was elsewhere, changed from residential use, or demolished. On the other hand,
about 900 additional units were found that had been created within existing living
space or had been changed from what was previously nonresidential space. Thus
35,360 housing units were available for interview, from which usable information
was collected for 34,662 households, a completion rate of 98.0 percent.

'Men 45-59 Following the initial interview and screening operation, 5,518
males age 45-59 were designated to be interviewed. a These were sampled
differentially within four strata: whites in white ED's (i.e., ED's which contained
predominantly white hOuseholds), blacks in white. ED's, whites in *black ED's, and
blacks in black ED's.

_.____ .4Conversely, young meewho entered the service subsequent to 1966, are
unrepresented during their military service, since no attempt was made to survey
members of the sample during such periods.

10'
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Young men-14-24 The original plan alled for using the initial screening to
select all four samples. On reflection it was decided to rescreen the sample in
the fall of 1966 prior to the firs1 interview of young men, since a seven-Month
delay betweerNcreening. and interview seemed inordinate in view of the mobility ,

of young men,in their late teens and early tw nties.

To increase efficiency, it 4as., decide to stratify the sample for the
rescreening by the presence or absence of a 14- to 24-year-old male in the
household. The probability is high that a household that contained a 14- to 24-
year -old in March would algo have had one in September. However, to insure
that the sample also represented persons who had moved,into sample households
in the interveninkperiod, a sample of addresses that previously had no 14- to 24-
year -old males was also included in the screening -operation.

This phase of the screening, began in early September, 1966. Since a
telephone number had been recorded for most households at the time of the
initial interview,i every attempt was made to complete the short screening
interview by telephone. Following the screening-operation, the 'same, differential
sampling process that had been used in the' case of the ,older male cohort
produced 5,713 males aged*14 to 24 who were designated to be interviewed.

Women 3024:4 and 14-24 The ,r,cscreened sample o households from which
the sample of young men as drawn" was used also to obtain the sample of women
30 to 44 years of age. Using the same type of differential sampling ratios
describedabove,15,393 women were selected for interview. Finally, from the
same group of tkuseholds, a sample of 5,533 young women aged 14 to 2,4 as of
January 1, OW, was designated.

Multiple- respondent households The total number of households represent-
ed in the four NLS samples of individuals is 13,582. Thus, a number of households
have yielded more than,7one respondent, frequently across cohorts. By cross.-
indexing hoUsehOlds and respondents, the Census Bureau has provided a means of
identifying respondents having common households when the samples were
originally drawn. The revised data tapes 'made available by the Center show for
each respondent (1) an identification number within the particular cohort, (2) an
identification number for the household from which the respondent was originally
selected, and (3) the identification numbers of any other respondents (in the same
or other cohorts) who were selected fromAheisame household:

For researchirrs who wish to exploitthis feature of the data the' Center will
provide free' of charge lists of households containing selected combinations of
respondents from different cohorts. As of November 1977 such Nast eXists for
households containing members of both the older male and older female cohorts.
The list contains the respondents' serial numbers and the relationship between
them (e.g., husband-wife, father-daughter). A description of the decision rules
dnderlying the relationship codes is also included.', Similar lists of other
combinations of respondents (e.g., brother-sister, mother-daughter) are being
developed.

B. Field Work

Roughly three to four hundred Census interviewers were assigned to each
of he NLS surveys. Since many of the procedures and the labor force concepts

.o
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used iri the NLS were similar to those employed in the Current Population Survey
(CPS), the Census Bureau used interviewers with CPS experience in all ?f the
surveys.

In each of the early surveys, a two-stage training program was used to
provide specific instruction to the interviewers. First, two supervisors from each
of the Bureau's 12 regional offices were trained; in Washington; they in turn
trained the interviewers and office clerks assigned .to the survey in their regions.
Each trainee was provided

by
a "verbatim" training guide prepared by the

Bureau staff and reviewed by staff members of the Employment and Training
Administration and the Center for Human Resource Research. The guide
,included not only lec 'cute material, but a number of structured practice,
interviews to familiarize the interviewers, with the questionnaire. In (addition to
.the classroom training, each interviewer was required to complete at least one
live interview prior to beginning an assignment.

As interviewers developed experience with the NLS, training fort ,each
additional survey became less intensive. While the small number of interviewers
with no previous NLS experience continued to receive classroom instruction,
training for the experienced interviewers 'generally consisted of a home study
package. This included an Interviewer's Reference Manual explaining the(
purpose, procedures, and concepts used in the survey, as well as a' set of
questions emphasizing points covered in the manual.

In addition to training, a ,field edit was 'instituted°*to insure ,adequate
qUality. In the earliest surveys, this consisted of a "full-edit" *of the first several

1

schedules returned by each interviewer and ,a partial edit of the remaining
Iquestionnaires from each interviewer's assignment. The full edit consisted of

reviewing each questionnaire from beginning to end to determine if ilie entries
were complete and consistent and whether the "skip" instructions lwere being

ifollowed. The interviewer was contacted by phone concerning mirior problems
and, .depending on the nature of the problem, was either merely, told of the error
or asked to contact the respondent for additional information or for clarification.
For more serious problems the interviewer was retrained either tdtally or'in part, 1and the questionnaire was returned for completion.

, .

..

.
If' problems arose, the complete edit was continued until ttie supervisor was

satisfied that the interviewer was doing a complete and consistent job. The I
partial edit simply checked to determine that. the interviewer had not
inadvertently skipped any part of the questionnaire that should have been filled.
Any questionnaire that failed thepartial edit was returned to the interviewer for
completion. After the first two surveys of the middle-aged men and the initial
survey of each of the other cohorts, a "full edit" was used. on all the schedules.

C. Estimating Methods
.

I
,

.
Population data derived from the NLS are based -on multi-stage ratio

estimates.
19%.- .

Basic weight - The first step was the assignment to each.,,sSample case of a
basic weight consisting of the reciprocal of the final probability f selection.
This probability reflects the differential sampling that was employed by color
within stratum for the four cohorts.

1:2
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Noninterview adjustment In the' initial survey of each cohort,. some
members of the original se,mples could_ not be ,interviewed because of absence,
refusal, or unavailability for other reasons. 'The number of individuals with whom

initial interviews were conducted was 5,020 for the men,5 5,083 for the women,
5,225 for the bOys, and 5,159 for the girls. The weights for all those interviewed
were 'adjusted to..theextent necessary to account for persons who were not
interviewed. This adjustment was made separately for each of eight groupings
for the middle-aged men, 6 ,16 groupings for the women 30 to 44,7 and 24
groupings for the two cohorts of youth. 8

Ratio es timates The composition of 'the sample may differ -somewhat, by
chance, from that of the population as a whole with respect to residence, age,

\color, and sex. Since these population characteristics are closely correlated with
the principal measurements made from the sample, the measurements can be
substantially improved if they are weighted appropriately to conform to the
known distribution of these population characteristics.9 This was accomplished
in the initial survey of each cohort through two stages of ratio estimation. ,

The first stage of ralio estimation takes into account differences at the
time of the 1960 Census between the distribution ,by color and residence of the
population as estimated frorn,the sample PSU's and that of the total population in
each of the four major, regions of the country. Using 1960 Census data,
estimated population totals by color and residence for each region( were
computed by appropriately weighting the Census counts for PSU's in the sample.
Ratios were then computed between these estimates (based 9n sample PSU's) and'
the actual population totals -for the region as shown by the 1960 Census.

5Actually, 5,027 men were interviewed in 1966. As' the result of an error,
however, the original data tapes contained duplicate records for each of seven
respondents, yielding a total of 5,034. After the error was discovered, one of
each pair of duplicate records was blanked, In each subsequent survey, but not
necessarily the same one from one survey to the next. After a careful scrutiny
of the seven pairs of records, the research staff, of the Center concluded that
there wasno accurate way of preserving the longitudinal integrity of the data for
the seven respondents involved. All fourteen records were therefore eliminated
from the revised tapes.

6Census, region of residence (Northeast, North Central, South, West) by
place of residence (urban, rural).

-r
7Same as for middle-aged men, by colorlwhite, black).

8Same as for women 30 to 44, except that place of residInce. has three
categories (urban, rural farm, rural nonfarm).

9See U.S. Bureau of Census Technical Paper'No. 7, "The Current Population
. -

Survey--A Report on Methodology," 1963, for a more detailed explanatio4 of the-.1
preparation of the,estimates.

4.,
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The first stage gf ratio estimation takes into account differences at the
time of the 1960 Census between the distribution by color and 5esideride of the
population as estimated from the sample PSU's and that of the total population in
each of the four major regions of the. country. Using 1960 Census data,
estimated population totals by color and residence for each i-egion were
computed by appropriately weighting the Census counts for PSU's in the sample.
Ratios were then computed between these estimates.(based on sample PSU's) and
the actual population totals for the region as shown by the 1960 Census.

In the second stage, the sample proportions were adjusted to, independent
current estimates of the civilian noninstitutionalized population by age, sex, and
color. These estimates were prepared by carrying forward the most recent
Census data (1960) 1 take account of subsequent aging of the population,
mortality, and migration between the United Stases and other countries.10 The
adjustment was made: by color within three age groupings for the two older
cohorts, within five age groupings for the young women, and within four age
groupings fbr. the young men.

Weights for subsequent years As a result of the above steps, each sample
person has a weight that has thus-far remained unchanged, through subsequent
surveys.. The Cepsus Bureaus has notv agreed, however,.to adjust the sampling
weights for each surveesr reflect attrition from the sample (retrospectively, as
well as for surveys whose tapes are yet to be prepared). It is expected that the
adjusted weights will be available before the end of 1978.

D. Coding and Editing

Most of the data on the interview schedules required. no coding, since a
majority of the answers were numerical entries or in the form of precoded
Categories. However, clerical coding was necessary for the occupational and
industrial 'classification of the several jobs referred to in the interview. The
Census Bureau's standard occupation and industry, codes Used for. the 1960
'decennial census were employed,for this purpose, and have continued 'to be used
even in thaSe surveys conducted after the classification systems were revised.
Codes for other open-ended questions were assigned by the Census Bureau, in
some cases on the basis of guidelines developed by the, Center for Human
Resource Research from tallies of subsamples of the returns.

The consistency edits for the interview schedules were completed on the
computer by the Census Bureau. For the parts of the questionnaire that were
similar to the CPS, a modified CPS edit was used. For all 'other sections
separate consistency checks were performed: None of the edits included an
allocation routine that was dependent on averages or random information from
outside sources, since such allocated data could not be expected to be consistent
with data from previous or subsequent surveys. However, where the answer to a

10See U.S. Bureau of the Census, Cdtrent Population .Reports; Series P-25,
No. 352, November 18, 1966, for a description of the methods used in preparing
these independent population estimates.

14
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quesiOn was obvious from others in the questionnaire, the missing answer was
eniereO,on the tape. To talc an example from the initial survey of the middle-
aged men, if item 39a ("Is there a compulsory retirement age where you work?")
was blank but legitimate entries appeared in 39b and c ("At'what age?") and
"Would you like to work longer ? ") a "Yes" was inserted,in 39a. In this case, only
if 39a'was marked "Yes" could 39b and c be filled; theefore the assumption Was
made that either the card punch operator failed to punch the iipm or the
interviewer failed to mark it,

, .

z
V
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III. DESCRIPTION OF THE NLS DATA

The National Longitudinal Surveys were designed primarily 'to analyze the
sources of variation in the labor market behavior and experience of the-four age-
sex subsets of the U.S. population represented by the sari pies. Thus, the
information collected from the respondents in the several samples relates to
variables that either represent siriticant aspects of labor :market activity and
labor market status or that are hypothesizeg to influence, or to be influenced by,
such'activity, or status.

t
In order to ,,know precisely what' information is aXthlable and how it has

been coded, there is no substitute for a careful ekarnipaition of the interview
schedules and codebooks. Researchers are cautioned that:i 'is not possible within
the space available in the Handbook to describe completely or with absolute
precision the content of all of the interview schedule : Nevertheless, the
following _ tables are designed to indicate in rather spe ific terms the more
important variables included in the data tapes covering t e first ten years for
each of the four cohorts.

Although the classification is not, entirely satisfactory, the' variables are
classified under. the major headings of "labor markef experience variables,"
"human capital and other socioeconomic variables," and "environmental varid-

1bles." 1 The first two of these are further subdivided into somewhat rfarrower
categories, under which the specific variables are listed. The designation of each '
variable is generally an abbreviated version. of the. question(s) on which it is._,
based, the wording of which sometimes varies across cohOrts or from one year 'to .7
another. Thus, the user is cautioned that the relevant_ interview schedule antK _
documentation must be consulted for the precise wording.. . ''i ,

Tablbs 1 through 4 relate to the men, boys, women, and girls, respectively.
Across the top of each table are the years in which the-partailar cohort has
been surveyed, and in the stub are listed the variables that have been measured
in any of the years. An asterisk in any cell, therefore, indicates that information
for the designated variable was obtained for the particular co rt InAthe
indicated'year. In some cases the variable is derived directly fro e resgOnse
to a specific question in the interview scheduiecin other cases t 0 .variabfe in
question either has been created by the Center for HunrdAtesour& Research on
the basis of responses to. a series of questions in the survey instrument, or call be
so constructed by the user. It must again be emphasized that the documentation
must be consulted for a precise definition of each variable.

.

11 The environmental variables have, been added' ,to the ;tape on theliasis of
characteristics of the labor market area in which the respondent resides,
generally obtained from the decennial census. The Census 'Bureau's rules of
confidentiality severely limit the number of such variables that can be used since _

a combination of several such variables might uniquely identify a respondents'
area Of residence in violation-Of Census policy.
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Table 1 .

NLS' Variables for Men 45-59, by Survey Year

Variable
1966 1967 1968 1969 1971 1973 1975 1976

I. LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCE VARIABLES

A. Current Labor Force and Employment
. Status

Survey week labor force and
employment status

Number of hours worked in survey,
week

Number of weeks worked in past year *
Number of sours 'usually worked per

weekiri past year
Number of weeks unemployed in past

year

Spells 6f Unemployment in past year

* * * *'

*
Number of weeks- out of labor force

in past year

B. Characteristics of Current or Last
Job

Occ4pation (Census code and index of
occupational prestige)

Industry

'Class of worker

Starting date

Nuviber of hours per week usually
worked

Hourly rate ofTay

,* * * ,* * * * * °

* * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * *,,

* * * * * * *

* * ; * * *

Cornmutirig time ande,costs

Covered by collective bargaining?

* * * *'

* *

* * *

117
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Variable 1966 1967 1968 1969 1971 1973 1975 1976

Is respondent union member? . * * *

C. Rork Experience P ibr to Initial
Survey_

Occupation, industry, class of
worker, length of service, and
reason for leaving first job
after leaving school

Occupation, industry, class of
worker, length of service, and
reason; for leaving longest job
since leaving school

*

*

Best occupation since leaving school *

D. Work Experience since Previous
Survey

Occupation, industry, class of worlser,
hours per week, length of service,
and reason for leaving intervening
jobs+ * * * * * * *

Geographic mobility * *

Interfirm mobility * * * * * *

Intrafirm mobility *

II. HUMAN CAPITAL AND OTHER SOCIO-
ECONOMIC ,VARIABLES .

A. Early Formative Influences

Nationality
4-

Type of residence at age 15t *
Person(s) responderii lived with

at age 15 *
Occupation of head of household

when respondent was 15
Highest grade of school competed

by father *

+Degree of detail varlet among survey years.

. r
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Variable 1966 1967 1968'1969 1971 1973 1975 1976
B. Migration

Number of years at current residence

Cornpariton of birth place to current
residenCe *

C. Education

*, Highest grade of school completed

High school curriculum *

College degree received *

D. Training outside Regular School

* * * * *Type(s) of training

Duration of longest training program * * . * * *

Whether training was completed * * * * *

Whether training is 'used in job * ' * * *

E. Health-and Physical Condition

* *Self-rating of health

Does health limit work?

Duration of health limitations

*

*

Functional limitations

F. Marital and Family Characteristics

Marital status

Number of dependents .0.

Are respondent'srespondent's parents living

Number and age distribution of
44 children living in househOld
Duration of health limitations

of, spouse ,

_

Education of family members

* * * * * .* *

* * * * *

* * *
,

* * * *

* . -it- * *

1-9
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Variable

Occupations of family members

Weeks and hours per week worked
b famil members in st ear

G. Financial Characteristics

Total net family assets+

Total family income in past year

19661967 1968' 1969 1971 1973 975 1976

* * * * * *

* * * * * *

Income from farm. or own business
in past year

Income frorri wages or salary in past
year

Income of spouse from wages or
sa'ary in past year

Income from unemploym&A Compen-!
sation in past year

Income him public assistance in.
past year

Income fronnocial security in
past year

* * *

* * * _ * * * *
s

* * * * *

* s,* * A * *

* * * *

* * * * *

lt
* * * * *

Income from pensions in past year

Income from other sources in past
year

H. Military Service

Dates of service

5

I. Job Attitudes

How do you feel about your job?

What are the things you like best
about your job?

What are the things you like least
about your job?

Rate of pay required to take
hypothetidal job in same area
(employed respondents) }

Rate of pay, required to take hypo-
thetical job in different area .

(employed respondents)

J. Work Attitudes .

What would respondent do if he lost
current lob?

..*

* * *

* * * *-

* * , *

* * **

+Degree of detail on com nents varies'across survey years.

20
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Variable

Would respOndent continue to work if
he had enough money to live on?

Reaction to hypothetical job offer.
(respondents out of labor force) ,*

Characteristics of job respondent is
willing,to take (respondents unem-
ployed or out Orlabor.force)

What is more important, high wages '
or liking work?

1966 1967 196$ 1969 1971 1973 1975 1976

K. Other Social Psychological Variables

Rotter Internal - External Locus of
Control score

Attitude toward women working

Attitudes toward selected aspects
of life

*

* *

*

*

L. Retrospective Evaluation of Labor
Market,Experience

Perception of age discrimination *

Perception of race discrimination *

Perception of sex discrimination

Perception of other discrimination

Have you progressed, held your own,
or moved backward over past 5
years?

Over past 5 years, have job pres-
sures increased, decreased, or
remained the. same?

* .

*

* *

M. Retirement

Expected age of retirement

Respondent's plans after
retirement

44, .

. * ' * _ * * * * *

* * iic *

Mandatory retirement age

Attitude of wife toward respondent's
retirement

Attitudes of friends toward retire-
ment

Characteristics of pension plan

*

*

III. ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES

Size srilocal area labor for& * * '*

Local area unemployinent rate * 11

4

21
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Table 2

Variables

'Nr:S' Variables for Boys 14-24,-bY SurveyYear
1

1966' 1967'1968,1969 1970 1971 1973 1975,19764

I. LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCE VARIABLES

A. Current Labor Force and Employment
Status

Survey week labor force and.
employment status

'Number of hours worked in purvey
week

* * *

* * *

Number of weeks workedin past year

Number of hours usually worked per
week in past year l * * * * * * * *

.Number of weeks unernployed in past ,,,

year ' * 0 * * * * . .* * * *

Spells of dnemployment in past year

Number ,c4 weeks out of labor force
in past gear

B. Characteristics of 'Current or Last
Job

.ti

Occupation (Census code and index of
occupational prestige)

Industry

- Class of worker

* * *,

*, *

* * * *.

* * * *

*

..).Starting date

Nitmber ofIttelurs per41/rek usually .
workedA-:

'flort.t y rate. opepay5,/

*

-Th
* * * : ,. * *

* * * *

* * * * * * *

* * * *

Comrffuting time and costs *

Covered by collective bargaining? ixt-,

Is respondent union member?

22
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Variables re.

r966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1973 1-975,1976
C. Work Experience Prior to Initial

Survey
.

Occupation and industry of job.held
during last yr in high school

Occupation, industry, class of
worker, length of service; and
reasbn for leaving first job
after leaving school

.....0,.

7-

*

D. Work E.xperienCe since PiTvious Survey

Occupation; industry, class of worker,
hours per week, length of service,
and reason for leaving intervening.
jobs+

Geographic mobility * * * * *

Interfirm mobility * * * * * * * *

Intrafirm mobility, * ' *

II. HUMAN CAPITAL AND OTHER S010-
ECONOMIC VARIABLES

A. Early Formative Influences

Nationality *

Type of residence at-age *

Residence at age 18 *
Person(s) respondent lived with at

age 14
Occupation of head 01 household

when respondent was 14
Highest'grade of school completed

by father
Highest grade of school completed

. by mother

*

*

*

*

Were magazines available in home
at age 14?

Were newpapers available in home
at age 14?

tiY

+Degree of detail varies among survey years.

O



Variables
1966 1967.1968 1969 1970 1971 1973 1975 1976

Was a library card avilable in home
at age 14?

Parental encouragethent to continue
education past high school * * *

B. Migration

*Number of years at current residence

Comparison of birth( place to current
residence *

C. Education

*, * * * * *Cur4ent enrollment status

Highest grade of school completed * * * * * * * * *

Reason stopped attending high school * * * * *

Is (was) school public or parivate * * * * * * *

1

High school curriculum * * * Jo. *

High School subjects enjoyed most *

High school subjdcts enjoyed least *

High school activities *

Index of high school quality *

Index of college quality * *

College degree received * * * * .* *

Field of specialization in college * * * * * * * *

Reason for selecting college major *
Field of study enjoyed most in

college *
Field of study enjoyed least in

college *

College'tuition *0 ,
Financial aid in college

Reason for dropping out of college
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Variables 1966 1967 198 1969 1970 1971 1973 1975 1976

-Evaluation of educational experience

Do you feel that not having more edu-
cation has hurt you in any way? Why? * -4)

D. Training outside Regular School

Typejs) of training * * * *

Duration of longest training program

Whether training was completed *

Whether training is used in job

E. Health and Physical Condition

Does health limit work?

Does health limit school activity? *

Duration of health limitation *

Functional limitations

* * * *

F. Marital and Family Charactericics

Marital status

Number of dependents * * * * * * * * *.

Are respondent's parents living?

Number and age distribution of
children living in household

Number of weeks worked by father
in past year

Current occupation of father * * * *

Numbe of weeks worked by mother
in p t year

Current occuption of mother

* * * *

*

Duration of health limitations
of spouse * *

EducatiOn of family members

Occupations of family members -xf

Weeks and hours per week worked by
family members in past year
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.

G. Financial Characteristics

Total net family assets+ ..,

... * *

..

ct
.0 o

Variables
1966 1967 1968 1969 100 1,971 1973 1975 '1976

Total family income in past year. * * * * * * * *
.

*r
Income froin.farm or4Own business

in past year * * * * * * * * *
Income from wages or salary in past

year
Income of spouse from wages or

salary in past year * * * * . *
lncoi-ne from unemployment compen-

sation in past year * * * * * * * *
.

*
Income from public assistance in

past year * * * * * * * *
Income from other sources in past

year * * * * * * * *

H..Military Service

*Branch of armed forces

Months spent in armed forces
* * * *

Military occupation, held longest

How entered armed forces
* * * *

Did military service help or hurt
career?

.
Current- draft classification

I. Job Attitudes

* * * *

fir
How do you feel about your job?

What are the things you like best
about your job? * * * * *,.

What'are the things you like least
about your job? , * * * * * *

Rate of pay required to take hypo-
thetical job in same area m-
played respondeht0

Rate of pay required to take hypo-
thetiCal job in-different area
(employed respondents) *t

Degree of detail on compSents varies across survey years.

26
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Variables
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1973 1975 1976

J. Work Attitudes

What would respondent do if he lost
current job?

Would espondent continue to work if
he had enough money to live on?

Reaction to hypothetical job offer
(respondents out of labor force)

Characteristics of job respondent ins

willing to take ('respondents unem-
ployed or out of labor force)

What is more important, high wages
or liking work?

*

* * * * * * * *

*

K. Educational and Occupational Aspiration's
and Expectations

Would you like to receive more education
or training?

i How much education do you think you will
actually get?

What do you expect to do when you leave
school?

*

*

* * * *

What kind of work would you like to be
doing at age 30? . * * * * *. * * If *

Expectation of achieving occupational i
.goal *

L. Other Social Psychological Variables

°Knowledge of world of work score *
Rotter Internal-External Locus of

Control Score

IQ score 6

Attitude toward women working

.M. Retrospective Evaluation of Labor
Market'Experience

Perceptionof age discrimination *

Perception of race discrimination *

Perception of sex discrimination *

PerceptiOn of other discrimination *.
Have you progressed, held your own, or

moved backward over past 5 years? *

'1 I

'NO 1

"27J.
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Variables 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1973 1975 1976
Over past 5 years, have job pressures

increased, decreased, 00i- remained
the same?

III. ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES

Size of local area labor force

Local area unemployment rate

Presence of accredited college in
local area

, .

1*,

e

'*

* * * * * * * * *

*

4i 4

4
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Table 3

- NLS Variables for Women -30-44, by Survey Year

A

Variable

I. LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCE VARIABLES

1967 1968 1969 1971 1972 1974 1976 1977

A. Current Labor Force and Employment

* * * * * if * *

Status

Survey week labor force and employ-
ment3tatus

Number,of hours.worked in- survey
week * * * * * * *

Num 61-er of weeks worked in past year * * * * * * *

Number of hours upally worked per
week per past y..,sr * * * * . * * * *

Number of weeks unemployed in past
year e) * * * 1 * * * *

Spells of unemployment in past year
^--

* * *

Number of weeks out of labor force
in past year

B. Characteristics of Current or Last

*.

*

*

* * * * * *

Job

Occupation (Census code and index of
occupational prestige)

Industry

Class of worker * * * * * * * *

Starting date * * * * * * * *
NUmber of hours per week usually

worked *

Hourly rate of pay * * * * * * 0*

Commuting time and costs * *.

Covered by collective bargaining?

Is respondent union member?

.1.1.$`
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Variable f 1967. 1968 1969 1971 1972 1974 1976 1977

C. Work Experience Prior to Initial
Survey

Occupation, industry, class of
worker, length of service, and

'season for leaving first job 'after
leaving school (never married re-
spondents)

Occupation, industry, class of
worker, length of service, and
reason for leaving longest job
since leaving school (never
married respondents)

Occupation, industry, class of
worker, length of service, and
reason for leaving longest job
between school and marriage

Occupation, industry, class of
worker, length of service, and
reason for leaving'Iongest job
between marriage and first birth

Occupation, industry, class of
worker, length of service and
reason for leaving longest job
since first birth

Nucnber of years since leaving school
respondent worked six months or
more+

4
*

*

*

D. Work Experience since Previous Survey

Occupation, industry, class (*worker,
hours per weekFiength of service,
and reason for leaving intervening
jobs++

I

Geographic mobility

Interfirm mobility

Intrafirm mobility *

For married women with children, this is breken dowii into three periods: (1) between leaving
school and marriage; (2) between marriage,and first birth; (3) since first birth.

Degree of detail varies among survey years.
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Variable
1967 1968 1969 1971 1972 1974 1976' 1977

II. HUMAN CAPIAL AND OTHER SOCIO-

*

ECONOMIC VARIABLES

. A. Early Formative Influences

Nationality

Type of 'Iesicthrice at age 15

Person(s) respondent lived with
at age 15 *

Occupation of head of household
when respondent was 15 *

Highest grade of school completed
by father

,

*
Highest grade of school completed

by mother
,

Occupation of mother when re-
spondent was 15 . *

,-

B. Migration

*
'

Number of years at current residence

Comparison of birth place to current
residence *

.

C. Education, . *

,
*

.
f

Current enrollment status .

Highest grade of school completed * *
.

High school curriculum *. :-?.

.
College degree received . - -

*

Field of specialization in college * *

D. Training outside Regular,S6-ool ,

* * *

.

*

.

*.Type(s) of- training - .

Duration of longest training program- * * * * *

Whether training completed * * * * *)

Whether training is used in job .
* .. * * * ' *

.
.

3 1

-

,,

.

.
7
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Variable 1967 1968 1969 1971 1972 1974 1976 1977

E. Health and Physical Condition

Self-rating of health

Does health limit work? *

Does health limit housework *

Duration of health limitations *

Functional limitations

F. Marital and Family Characteristics

M'arital status * * A * *

Husband's attitude toward respondent's
working *

Marital and child-acquisition history

Number of dependents * *
Are respqndent's parents living?

,7 Number and age distribution of
children living in household"

* * * *

*'

Regular child care arrangements *

Cost-of child care arrangements *

Preferred child care arrangements *

Attitude toward child care centers *
Duration ofirtalth limitations

of spoine

Education of family members

* * *

Occupations of family members;

Weeks and hpurs per week worked ,

by family members in past year

G. Financial Characteristics

Total net family assets+

Total family income in past yedr

* * * * * * *

* * * * , ,* *

+Degree of detail on components varies across survey - years.

. r
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Variable
a

1967 1968 1969 1971 1972 1974 1976 1977
Income from farm or own business

in past year
Income from wages or salary in past

year *
Income of spouse from wages or

salary in past year
Income from unemployment compen-

sation in past year
Income from public assistance in

past year
Income from social security in

past year-

*

*

*

*

Income from pensions in past year * * * * *
Income from other sources in past

year *

H. Job Attitudes

How do you feel about your job? *

* * * * .
e

* * *

What are the things yOu like best
about your jOb?

What are the .things you like least ©-
about your job?

Rate of pay required to take hypo-
thetical job in same area (employed
respondents)

Rate of pay required to take hypo-
thetical job in different area
(employed respondents)

*

*

* * * *

I. Work Attitudes

What would respondent db if she lost
current job? . * *

Would respondent continue to work if
she had enough money to live on? * * * * *

Reaction to hypothetical job offer
(respondents out of labor force) * * * * * *

Characteristics ojob respondent is
willing to take (respondents unem-
ployed or out of labor force) * * * * , *

What is more important, high wages
or Iiking work? * *

Attitude toward women working * * *

J. Other Social Psychological Variables

Rotter Internal - 'External Locus of .

Control score ,
*

:33
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Variable 1967 1968 1969 1971 1972 1974 1976

K. Retrospective Evaluation of Labor

. *

Market Experience

Perception of age discrimination

Perception of race.discrimination *

Perception of sex discrimination

Percpetiorrof other discrimination

Have you progressed, held your own,
or moved backward over past 5
years? *

Over past 5 years, have job pres-
sures increased, decreased, or
remained the same

III. ENVIRONMENTAL'VARIABLES

* * * * * o * *Size of local area labor force

Local area unemployment rate * * *

Index of demand for femal labor **

ir

1977 I

*

1

*
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Table 4

NLS Variables for Girls 14-24, by Survey Year

c,

Variables
1968 1969 1979 1971 1972 1973 1975 1977 ,.1978

I. LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCE VARIABLES

A. Current Labor Force and Employment ,

Status

1

Survey week labor force and employ-
ment status

Number of hours worked in survey
week

Number of weeks worked in past year

Number of hours usually worked per
week in past year

Number of weeks unemployed in past
year

* * * * * * * * * *

* * * * * * * * *

* * * * . *

* * * * * * * * *

Spells of unemployment in past year

Number of weeks out of labor force
in past year * * * * * * * * *

B. Characterjstics of Current or Last
Job

Occupation (Census code, and index (If
occupational prestige)

Industry

Class of worker

Starting-date

Commuting time and costs

Hourly rate of pay

Number of hours per week usually
worked

Covered by, collective bargaining?

Is respondent' union member?

* *

V*

* * * * * * * *

*,

* * * * * * * *

*

* * * * * *

* *

* * *

* * ,* * *
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Variables 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1975 1977 1978

C. Work Experience Prior to Initial
Survey

Occupation'and industry of job held
during last year in high school

Occupation, ,industry, class of worker,
length of service, and reason for
leaving first job after leaving
school

*

*

D. Work Experience since Previous Survey

Occupation, industry, class of worker,
hours per-week, length of service,
and reason for leaving intervening
jobs+

Geographic mobility

Interfirm mobility, * * * * * * * *

Intrafirm mobility *

II: HUMAN CAPITAL AND OTHER SOCIO;
ECONOMIC VARIABLES

A. Early Formative Influences

Nationality *

Type of residence at age .14 *

Residence at age 18 *
Person(s)'respondent lived with at

age 14 *
Occupation'of head of household

when respondent was 14
Highest grade of school completed

by father
Highest gragle of school completed

by mother

*

41.

Were magazines available in home at
age 14? *

Were newspapers available in home
_ at age 14? e

-+Degree of detail varies among-survey years.
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Variables

Was a library card available in
home at age 14?

Parental encouragement to-continue
education past .high school

190 ,19691970 1971 1972 1973 1975 1977 1978

*

B. Migration

Number of years at current residence

Comparison of birth place to current
residence *

/C. Education

* ** *

,r

Current enrollmenestatus

Highest grade of school completed
*

Reason stopped attending high school * * * *

Is (was) school public or private

High school curriculum * * * * * *

High school subjects enjoyed most *

High school subjects enjoyed. least *

High school activities *

Index of high.sehool quality *

Index of college quality *

College degree received * *

Field of specialization in college * * * * * * * *

Reason for selecting college major

Field of study enjoyed most in
college *

Field of study enjoyedleast in
college *

College tuition *.

Financial aid in college * * * * * *

Reason for dropping out-of college ,)*
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Variables
1968 1969'1970 1971 1972 1973 1975 1977 1978

Evaluation of educational experience,

Do you feel_that not having more edu-
cation has hurt you in any way? Why?

D. Training,outside Regular School

Type(s) of training * * * * * * * *

Duration of longest training program

Whether training was coMpleted * * * * * * * * *

Whether training is Used in job

E. Health and Physical Condition

Does health limit work?

Does health limit school activity
vs ri

Does health limit hoysework * ti

.Duration Of, health limitations

FunctiOnaliimitatiOns 4

arital and Family Characteristics

Marital status

HuSband's attitude toward respondent's
working * - *

Marital and child-acquisition history *

Number of dependents * *

Are respondent's parents living? * * '
Number and age distribution of

children living in household * * ' *
I . f

* * *

Regular child care arrangements *

t
* ' * * * r *. *

Cost of child care arrangements
4*

Preferred childcare arrangements

Attitude toward child care centers '*
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Variable's .
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 197 1975 19771978

Number of children respondent
considers ideal

Number of children respondent
expects to have *

Number of weeks worked by father
in past year

Current occupation of father * * * . *

Number of weeks Worked by mOthers
in past year *

Current occupation of mother * * * * *

Duration of health limitatiOns
of spouse * * * *

Education of family members * * * * * * * *

Occupations of family-members

Weeks and hours per week worked
by family members in past year * * * *,

Financial Characteristics

Total net family assets+

Total family income in past year *

Income`from-farm or own business
in past year

Income from wages or salary tin past
year

Income of spouse from wages or
salary in pastyear

Income from unemployment compen-
sation in past year

Income from public assistance in
past year

Income from social security in-
past year -

* * *

*

*
Income from other sources in past

year

Job Attitudes

How do you feel About your job?

*

What are the things you like best
about your job?

_+Degree of detail on components varies aceoss survey years.
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Variables

What are the things you like least
about your job? * * * atif ,* * *

Rate of pay required td take hypo-
thetical job insame area (em-
ployed respondents)% *' * * * * 4k

Rate of pay required to take hypo-
thetical'job in differbnt area
(employed respondents) * * * * * *

1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 .19731975 1977 1978

j. Work Attitudes

What would respondent do if she lost
current job?

Would respondent continue to work if
she had enough money to live on? .

Reaction to hypothetical job offer -
(respondents out of labor force)

Cnaradteristics of job respondent is
will 'g to take (respondents unem-
ployed or out of labor force)

What is more important, high,wage
`.or liking work?

attitude toward women working

J. Educational an,dOccupational Aspira-
tions and Expectations ,

Would you like to 'receive more educa-
tion or training?

How much education do you think you
will actually get?

What.do you expect to do when you
-leave school?

What would you like to be doing when
you are 35 years old?

Expectation of achieving occupational'
goal

*

* * * * *

* /-
* * * * * * * *

*

K. Other Social Psychological Variables

Knowledge of world of work score *
tRottersinternal-External Locus of

Control score .

IQ Score *

* * *

L. Retrospective Evaluation of Labor
Market Experience

Perce ptic n of age discrimination

Perception of race discrimination
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Variables

Perception of sex discrimination
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972'1973 1975 1977 1978

Perception of other discrimination

Have you progressed, held your own,
or moved backward over past 5
years?

III. ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES

Size of local area labor force * * * * * * * * *

Local gkea unemployment rate * * * * * * * *

I x of demand for female labor

Presence of accredited college in
local area , * * *
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IV. THE PUBLIC-USE APES AND T NLS CLEARING HOUSE

Under its contr ct with the Department of Labor, the Center for Human
Re§ource Research as assumed the responsibility of making revised National
Longitudinal Survey data tapes and documentation available to the research
community at the (marginal) cost of producing them. The Center has also
assumed the res insibility of serving as a clearing house both with respect to
problems that ar discovered in the data files and with respect to ongoing and
completed resea ch. In this section, we discuss the schedule for releasing the
revised tapes a d documentation, the procedure for ordering data files, and the
clearing house echanism.

A. The Data Iles

Availab' ity By the autumn of 1977, data files had been made available
covering the 1966-1975 surveys of the men, the 1967-1974 surveys of the women,
the 1966-1975 surveys of the boys, and the 1968-1975 surveysof the girls. The
release dates for updated, cumulated versions of the data files containing later
surveys will, in general, be nine months after the relevant data tape delivered
by the Bureau of the Census to. the Center. On this basis the updated data file
through 1976 for the women is expected to be released by the. of 1977.

The data file made available to a purchaser at any grVen time will include
the cumulative record for the relevant cohort up to that time. For example, the
present files for the two cohorts of rrc(n include all data from the 1966-1975
surveys. At each new 'release date for -a ,given cohort, the data file will be

l
revised not only to include the Vitional survey year, but also to correct any
'errors in the data that have been ied to the attention of .the Center./7\

Price At any given time, the total price of the cumulated data file for
each of the cohorts is4$300.00. For example, If the 1967-1974 data file for
women had been purchased in the spring of 1977, the price would have been
$300.00. If, after the addition of the 1976 data, the cumulated data file for this
cohort is ordered either by a previous tape owner or by a new purchaser, the
price will be the same ($300.00). The price for a cumulated data file entitles the
purchaser to the following package of material:

1; A-computer data tape. 12

2. The NLS Handbook.

3. One copy of each of the interview schedules for the relevant
cohort.

4: One copy of each of the interviewers' reference manuals for the
relevant cohort.

12Purchasers who require a tape of record layout other than the standard
. options given on the order form should contact the NLS Users' Office.

ti
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5. One copy of the Code book, which -describes and defines each
variable, indicates its -location on the data file, and presents its
frequency distribution.

6. Two indexes of all variables, 'designed to facilitate the use of the
data: one arranged numerically by _tape locatidn and the other - ->

alphabetically by key words. Two copies of each index
will be included.

7. For those whose computer system can Use it, a copy of the
documentation on computer t pe. ...

For persons who need more specific information about the content of the
data tapes before deciding whether they will be useful, we offer the following:
one copy of each questionnaire plus one copy of the alphabetic index of all
variables. The price for this package is $15.00 per cohort, which is deducted( from the price of the data files if they are subsequently purchased. Also, the
Employment and Training Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor has
placed this material in approximately 250 university libraries throughout the
country, A list of these libraries is available on request from the Employment
and Training Administration Utilization Division, Room 9112, 601 D Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20213. -

B. Clearing House for Data Problems

The extensive revision of the data files has uncovered a number of errors in
the original tapes that have required correction, as well as inaccuracies or lack
of clarity in the documentation. Moreover, despite elaborate precautions, it is
not improbable that errors have been introduced into the data during the process
of tape revision. Finally, since there was po attempt to conduct an exhaustive
evaluation of every variable on the tapes, there may be errors in the revised data
files that have been carried- over from the original versions. For all. of these
reasons, it is not unlikely that as research proceeds with the revised NLS data
files at, Ohio State and elsewhere, questions will arise concerning suspeated
errors in the tapes or the documentation. The Center for'''''Human Resource
Research is prepared to investigate questions of this kind which shduld be
brought to the attention of:

Ms. Ellen Kreider
NLS Archives.
Center for Hunian Resource Research _
1375 Perry Street,_Suite-585

-43201
(614) 422-1064

_ 'As-errors.areldiscovered and'c5orrected-on the master tape, the'Center for
Human lesource Research makes suCh corrections available to, persons who have
previously data file I in question. Unless the error is of major

: consequence, this, s usually done in conjunction with the release of an additional
ilaVe of data for the 'cohort in question. When a new release is available,
purchasers are notified by mail and are offered the options of (a) purchasing the
newly released data tapes (including all corrections); (b) receiving instructions

--for-correcting 4he data tape(s) they already possess as well as ,documentation

MIIIII1111ft
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pages for all variables that have been changed; or (c) opting for neither of the
above. if we db not hear from a tape owner to whom such a notice is sent within
a specified period (usually 30 days), we will drop the person's name from our
active files on the assumption that he (she) is no longer interested in using the
data.

Documentation Where there is a lack of clarity, an apparent inconsisteh-
cy, an apparent omission, or a similar problemrelating to the documentation, it
can be presented either by mail or telephone. In the former case, please indicate
the name of the individual-Aft had originally purchased the data tape and
documentation.

Data files Users who identify what they believe to be errors in the
content of the data files are urged to repbrt these In writing, since matters of
this kind will rarely be able to be resolved in a 'telephone conversation. In
communications of this kind, care should be taken to identify the problem as
precisely and with as much detail as possible. Specifically, there should be an
exact definition of the universe of respondents uncle? consideration and a brief
statement of the nature of the problem. ,Variables in question should be
identified by reference number, and attributes by their numeric codes. The
process of checking matters of this kind may frequently be facilitated if the
request for clarification is 'accompanied by a copy of the computer output which
gives rise to the question, along with a listing of the deck which produced the
run. Lastly, the reqsiest should include the name and telephone number of the
person to be contactedin the event that further information is required.

C. 'Clearinq House for Research
4

In order that researchers working with the NLS data may be apprised of
comparable or related studies going On elsewhere, the Center has assumed the
responsibility of serving as a clearing house for information, relating to
completed research as well as research projects in progress' utilizing the NLS
data.

NLS Newsletter As a means of communicating this information as well as
Other developments relating to the NLS, the Center prepares and distributes to
all tape .purchasers and other interested persons a quarterly NLS Newsletter
-wych contains titles and citations F of completed research reports, brief
desCriptions of research projects.in progress, information relating to the status
and availability of data tapes, and other information of general interest. All
purchasers of the NLS data files are sent questionnaires approximately a month
to six weeks before publication of the Newsletter requesting information of this
type.

44
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V. CHARACTERISTICS OF NLS DATA FILES

In revising the data files, the Center has been guided liy the objective of
making them readily usable by the largest possible number of researchers. To
this end, all alphabetic and "wild" (illegal) codes that had appeared on the
original versions of the tapes have been eliminated.. In addition, the coding of a
number of variables, has been standardized across surveys and across cohorts,
although this process has not- been carried as far as might ideally have been
desired. In this section, the major characteristics of the revised data files are
described.

A. Tape Format

Several alternative tape formats are available to accommodate a wide
variety of computer-processing installations. The standard options, identified on
the NLS Order Form, involve various combinations of 'alternative tape recording
and coding techniques. In all cases, however, one logkal record will cantain'all
the data accumulated for -a given respondent. The length of each record13 \.s

determined by the number of variables for each respondent, which, of course, i
constant. for a given release. Thus, every release of the women's cohort, for
exanhple, will consist of 5,083 fixed-length records.

B. Variable Attributes

In order to facilitate retrieval of the data, each variable on the revised
public-Use tapes has a uniform length of four characters (bytes). Variable
numbers (Vb14 /) have been assigned to identify the relative location of each-
variable within a record.,14 The ab olute address of a given variable can be
determined very simply from this inf rmation.

The following FORTRAN exarnple, which is applicable only to the BCD and
EBCDIC options, illustrates the advantages of fixed length variables identified by
variable numbers.

REAL*4 X(1500)
READ (2,1) X

1 FORMAT (15 (100F4.0))
IF (X(530) .LE. 0.) GO TO 10
RATIO, = (X(119) +X(1485)) / X(530)

C RATIO'INVOLVES VBLIPS 119, 1485, AND 530
10 CONTINUE

recor

13In this section, "record" refers to a logical record rather' than a physical

4While additional variables will be added in subsequent releases of the
data t 'es, these will be assigned new variable numbers. Variable numbers, once
assigned, ill not be changed unless it is necessary to do so to correct an error.
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Several other conventions have been uniformly followed in order to
facilitate data processing:

1. The only characters which occur on the tapes are

-, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

2. All values are represented as integers. Some variables (e.g.,
HOURLY RATE OF PAY) may have an implied decimal, but no
ffactioni occur.

3. Codes are padded with high-order zeroes.

4. Negative codes are indicated by a minus sign (-) in the leftmost
byte.

C. Split Variables

An apparent contradiction to the fixed-length rule is the fact that some
'variables have values which require more than four characters (x>9999 or x< -
999). To accommodate these variables, two contiguous variable locations are
used to contain the data. Except for the sampling weight (seven characters), the
only variables that exceed four characters as of the present writing are certain
monetary variables.

In a split variable, the leftmost location contains the thousands portion of
the value; the rightmost location contains the remainder. When the value is
negative, both "subvariables" contain a minus sign. To illustrate, if variable
numbers 57 and 58 identify a split income variable, then

INCOME = 1000 * X(57) + X(58)

would determine the true value of the variable. The following table illustrates
how representative values are coded as split and as "non-split", variables.

Representation-of Some Typical Values
Encoded in BCD and EBCDIC

Value Split Variables
X(I) X(I+L)

Non-Split Variables
X(I)

0000 0000 0000
8 0000- 0008 0008

1000 0001 0000 1000
1234 0001 0234 1234

22333 0022 0333 Must be split
345678 0345 0678 must be split

71 -000 -001 -001
-235- -000 -235 -233

-2345 -002 -345 must be split
-98765 -098 -765 must be. split
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D. Floating Point Binary

The floating point binary option is strongly recommended to those
researchers whose computer installations are compatible with IBM 360/370.

( Users will find this option particularly attractive since it presents ecore image
of the data. The following FORTRAN example should help explain how to use
this option.

REAL*4 X(1300), NA, DK
NA = -(16.**10)
DK = -512000.
READ (2,1) X

1 FORMAT (13 (100A4))
C 'A' FORMAT. IS ESSENTIAL IN FORTRAN

IF (X(17) :EQ. NA .OR. X(17) .EQ. DK) GO TO 10
IF (X(17) .NE. ANSWER = X(223) / 'X(17)

10 CONTINUE

In the floating point binary option there are no split variables, since none is
needed. However, since there is only one vejion of the documentation, there
will be references to split variables. These should be ignored by those who have
ordered the floating point binary option. In this version of the tape, the second
variable location in such cases will contain hexadecimal 40404040:15

o

E. Standardized Coding Conventions

Uniform "NA" code "NA" is the convention used to describe the absence
of a valid coded response. Substantively, "NA" can represent cases where-(1) the
respondent should not have a valid code since he/she was not in the applicable
universe, and (2) the respondent has no valid code due to refusal,- inlerviewer
errocj or coding, 'transcribing, or data entry error. All of these situations are
coded Identically with a value of -999. Split variables have -999 in each location,
yielding a value of -999999. In the floating binary option, NA is uniformly coded
with the value -(16.**10), or hexadecimal CB100000.

Uniform "DK" code "DK" is used in the codebook to refer to responses of
"DON'T KNOW." Such responses have been assigned the uniform code of -987.
Split variables have -987 in each location yielding -987987. In the floating binary
option, DK is uniformly coded with the value -;12000, or hexadecimal C57D0000.

4.

Multiple entry variables There are a number of items in the question-
naires which permit multiple-entry responses. For example, for the question
"What have you been doing in the past four weeks to find work?" enumerators
were instructed to mark as many of the following methods as were mentioned by
the respondent.

15These locations are ideal for locally created variables.
.t-
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Checked with public employment agency
Checked with private employment agency
Checked with employer directly
Checked with friends or relatives
Placed or answered ads
Other method

For each multiple-entry variable, the' individual categories are coded in a
geometric progression. In the foregoing example, "public employment agency"
would be coded 1; "private employment agency," 2; "employer directly," 4;
"friends or relatives," 8; "ads," 16; and "other," 32. Multiple responses are then
coded by adding the individual codes for each respondent, which yields a unique
value for each combination.

Dichotomous variables Dichotomods variables of a yes/no variety are
uniformly coded ("Yes" = 1; "No" = 0). Other dichotomous variables have 4

frequently been reformulated to permit this convention to be followed.

Combination quantitative-qualitative variables Some variables which are
ostensibly quantitative may have several nonquantitative (ca/egorical) responses.
In such cases, the quantitative responses are represented by positive integers
which equal the actual values, while the qualitative (categorical) responses are
represented by negative values, beginning with -1. For example, expected age of
retirement is coded as follows:

45 THRU 99 actual age
- 1 already retired
- 2 never plan to retire

Cross-referenced variables In the questionnaires, and in the original
versions of the data files, the responses to some questions were coded in suctp a
way as to require reference to the response to another question. For example, in
the case of the men, if respondent's job at the time of the 1-966 survey was the
longest job he had held between leaving school and the time of the 1966 survey,
the- occupation of longest job was coded "same as current job." Otherwise, the
actual three-digit occupation code was recorded.

In the revised data files, no such cross-referencing is required. In the
above illustration, "occupation of longest job" is given the three-digit code of
"current job" in those instances where current and longest job are the same.

Confidentiality rules Pursuant to Census' regulations relating to confiden-
tiality, total annual income (or any component thereof) cannot be shown if it is in
excess of $50,000. Hence, all such variables. have been edited so that values in
excess of $50,000 are coded as $50,000.

. F. Guidelines for Data Management

On the basis of a survey conducted among potential purchasers of the
revised NLS data files, it appears that most researchers who acquire the files
will "desire to revise them by reformatting, subsetting, or creating new variables.
Since the Center can accept responsibility only for the tapes and documentation
which it has supplied, users who intend to modify the data should develop a set of
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standard operating procedures to guarantqeAhe integrity of the tapes furnished
by the Center. The following guidelines are suggested:

1. ..,Changes should never be made in a tap& received from the Center;
rather, a new tape should be "produced.

2. A copy of each original -tape should be made as soon as possible.

3. All modifications should be carefully documented; programs and
program specifications should be saved.

4. New output tapes should be used fo\r all subsequent revisions. The
data set name should identify the generation number and cohort of
each file.

5. *The addition of locally- created variables will usually entail*The
of the logical record length. Since many users will later

wish to obtain future versions of the., data files from the Center,
which will contain both new Variables and corrections to existing
variables, user-designed modifications should be planned with
flexibility in mind.

6. In subsetting, interrelationships among .variables should be kept in
mind.

7. The codebodk should be kept up to date.

49
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V& DOCUMENTATION

The package of documentation that accompanies the revised public-use
tapes includes a codebook defining each v a e and indicating how-if is coded,
as well as an alphabetic and a numeric i dex, which provide a convenient means
of identifying and locating- variables. ach of these components is described
below, along with an explanation of hpw it is intended to be used. Excerpts from
a codebook are shown in the Appendix for illustrative purposes.

A. Codebook

The codebook is the principal element of the documentation system,
. . .

containing information that is intended to be complete and self-explanatory for
each variable in the file. Nonetheless, in order to know precisely what a given
variable means, it will fre§uently be necessary to use the codebook entry in,.. _,,
conjunction with the relevant questionnaire and the Interviewers' ReferOce
Manual.

The variables are arranged in a uniform pattern in each codebook. They
are first grouped according to survey year. Within each survey year, variables
picked up directly from the questionnaire appear first, arranged in item- number
sequence. Next come the "recoded" variables (derived from one or more-
questionnaire items), arranged roughly in the order in which the topics appear in
the questionnaire.

Reference number (format: XXXXX.XX) The 'reference number (Rii) is a
unique identification number assigned to each variable which determines its
relative position within the codebook and which will remain constant through
subsequent revisions of the files. The reference number is the identifier to be
used when communicating about a variable'with the Center.

Description of variable The description (name) composed for each
variable (85-character maxlmum)--e.g., "Hourly Rate of Pay, 1971"; "Marital
Status, ,1971 "16--is displayed adjacent to the reference number. It is intended to
summarize briefly the content of the variable, to serve 'as a heading for the
codes which appear below it, and to' e resent the Variable within the alphabetic

.and numeric indexes.

Several conventions- have been 'used in developing the descriptions of
variables:

(1) When the description of a variable includes the phrase "in 19XX,"
this means that the variable relates to the indicated calendar
year. On the other hand, when a date follows a verbal
description of a variable without being preceded by the preposk
tion "in," the tifte simply identifies the year of the survey in
which the relevant infemation was collected. For the exact

NO

16These !variables will be used to illustrate the characteristics of the
documentation. Relevant pages of the documentation for the middle-aged men
are shown in the Appendix.
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time 'period covered, the wording of the questionnaire item and
the time at which the survey was conducted must be ascertained.

,,
For example:

NUMBER OF WEEKS-WORKED IN-1965 is the num-
ber of weeks worked in calendar year 1965 (ascertain-
ed in the 1966 survey). '

NUMBER OFWEEKS-WORKED IN PAST YEAR, 1967
is the number of weeks worked in the 12-month
eriod preceding the 1967 survey.

(2Y If two ostensibly identical variables differ only in that they refer
to different universes of respondents, the universe definitions are

. appended to the detcriptions in parentheses.. For example:

DATE RESPONDENT LAST WORKED FULL-TIME
OR PART-TIME, 1.969 (UNEMPLOYED-1,969)

DATE RESPONDENT LAST WORKED FULL-TIME

1 OR PART-TIME, 1969 (OLFI7-1969)

(3) Dichotomous variables. are usually put in question form. For
example:

47

-`-

DOES HEALTH LIMIrKIND OF WORK, 1966

Coding information Appearin& below 'the description of each variable is a

section containing the set of legitimate codes18 which the variable may assume
and a text entry describing the codes.- Code entries are discrete (categorical), as
in the case of ,"Marital.Status"_

. 1 MARRIED, SPOUSE PRESENT
2 MARRIED, SPOUSE 4BSENT

.:, 3 WIDOWED
4 DIVORCED -

.
5 SEPARATED
6 NEVER MARRIED

-
or continuous (quantitative), as in the case of "Hourly Rate of Pay"

1 THRU 9999 ACTUAL RATE

17Out of the labor force.

18
.

ex.- _

8The term "legitimate," for continuous variables, must be interpreted
loosely. , In many cases, artificial bounds are used to define a range which is
broad enough to include all possible codes except NA. The actual range of codes
appearing on the tape can be ,determined by examining the items labelled
"MINIMUM" and "MAXIMUM" in the "COMMENTS" field of-the codebook.

r
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'Several conventions have been followed in presenting the codi6i)informa:
tion. '7

(1) "NV' denotes the uniform nonresponse code (-999).19

(2) "DK" denotes the uniform "Don't know" code of -987:19

(3) Where coding information is especially complex and ,detailed,
users are referred to Attachments to the codebook.
Attachment 2.relates to occupation and industry variables and
Attachment 3 relates to selected characteristics of other family
members in the respondent's household.

Frequency distribution. of variable In the case of discrete (categorical)
variables, frequency counts are normally shown ,to the left of the code
categories, illustrated by the "Marttel Status" variable shown in'the Appendix. In
the case of continuous (quantitative) variables, a distribution of the AariAle is

presented using a convenient class interval. 20 The format of these distributions
dries. In some cases, for technical reasons, a distribution includes classes that
lie outside the legal range of the variable; such classes, of course, show a
frequency countfrof zero and should be ignored. In the case of our illustrative
variable "Hour Rate of Pay" (see .Appendix) the frequency count is straightr
for war4_in tKs respect. That is, the maximum value is $34.64 and the maximum
categoryShown is $10.00 and above, for which there is a-frequency count of 72.

ed:
The following information concerning the code distribution is also present-.

-4.4*

(1) "it of ,NA's" indicates the.,Etumber of occurrences of the uniform
non-response code. For our illustrative:variables, these are 844
in the case of '"Marital Status" and 2,064 in the case of "Hourly
Rate of Pay." A .

(2) "# of DK's" provides a count of the uniform DON'T KNOW code..
This code, provided only when the interview schedule permits a
"DON'T KNOW" response, is not relevant in the case of either of
our illustrative variables.

(3) " #NEGATIVE" is the number of negative'codes exclusive bf "NA"
and "DK." (Not relevant' in the case of either of our illustrative
variables.)

(4) IMItslIMIJA" indicates the smallest recorde14' value exclusive of
NA" and "DK." In the case of "Hourly Rate of Pay" this value is
I (see Appendix) -\

19See Section V. . A
20

.

he' frequency countfor-Aplie variables, as well as the minimum and
maximum values, ref led their "true" values. For a definition of "split variables,"
see Section V. . .

, s
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(5) "MAXIMUM" indite -the largest recorded value. In the case of
"Hourly Rate of "Pay" this value is $34.64 (see Appendix).

. .
'Variable number The variabl number, which has been discussed in detail

in Section V, identifies the tape '10 ation of the variable. For. the illustrative
variables shown in the Appendix, the ariable numbers are 2012 ("Marital Status")
and 2755 ("Houly Rate of Pay"). NOTE: Two "iodations" appear for Split
Variables--see Section V.) ...----A .., .

Questionnaire item The element entitled "QUESTION" contains arefer-
ence to the interview schedule for variables 2-that are based directly on a
questionnaire item. In some cases, reference is to-a specific item number or a
subsection= thereof.% In other cases only, the page number of the questionnaire is
identified. The convention "CH 'XX" is used to identify questionnaire Check
Items. The variable "Marital Status," for example, comes from page 1 of the
1971- Men's interview schedule. "Hourly ate of Pay," on the other hand, ids a
constructed var able that is not picked up ectly from the interview schedule;
thus no "QUEST ON" entry appears (see Appe dix).

lU verse information It is fre,quent desirable to know what the relevant
universe is for a given variable, i.e., whic set(s)'of respondents should have been ,

r
asked t question(s) on Which the variable-is based. This can be atcertainediby \

carefully tracing through the often complex skip patterns of the questionnaire.
However, as a means of sparing the users of the public-use data tapes the effort
involved in this procedure, the "UNIVERSE INFORMATION" entry has- been
designed at Ohio State from the skip pattern of the questionnaira: It lists the
last decision'-point in every possible path to the item under consideration. The
illustrative cases in the Appendix show that all respondents were asked the7 question' on marital status, and that since Hourly Rate of Pay is a_."Key Variable,"
no universe inforthation is necessary (see aDerivations," below). .

Not all items that appear on the questionnaire were coded into variables:
Those which were not, of course, appear neither in the tape nor in the codebook.
However, in the interest of continuity, the "UNIVERSE INFORMATION" entries
which would have appeired for these items have' been included in Attachment 1
of the codebook.

erivations Whenever possible, the decision rules employed in the
creation of -onslructed variables have been included in the codebook under the-
title "DERIVATIONS.".' This information is designed to enable the researcher to
determine whether ayailable constructs are appropriate to his needs.. -Unfortu-

v .nately, there are many instances in which the original decision. rules were
unavailable, incomplete, and/or unclear. rn most of these cases there has not
been a careful reassessment of the variable and the "derivations" can therefore
not be accepted with complete confidence. However, there are several sets of
variables that are -both especially ,important -Td likely to be widely used which
the Center has reassessed. These .are designated as "key" variables in the
codebook, and include the annual total family income variables, total family
asset variables, annual work. experience variables (number of weeks worked,
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} 21unemployed, and out of the labor force), and hourly rate of pay. In the case of

the illustrative variables (see Appendix) no derivation is shown .for "Marital
Status," because this variable is picked up directly from the interview schedule;
For "Hourly Rate of Pay," the derivation describes in detail-the items of the
interview schedule and the decision rules that were used in creating this "key"
variable.

B. The KWIC- Index

The KWIC (" IC" is the acronym for keyword-in-context) has been
designed to assist users in identifying and locating variables relevant to their
research interests. It is the output of a computer program which processes as
inputs (1) a dictionary of predetermined keywords and (2) a file 'containing a
textual description (i.e., the name) of every variable available for a given cohort.
The program generates as output an alphabetically arranged list, of the keywords,
and, under each, a list of all, variables whose descriptions contain the keyword.
Most Variables appear ore than once within the index, since most variable
descriptions contain more than one keyword.

The variables are sequenced by reference number, which provides a ready
indjOation bf the location of the variable in the co-de n the descriptions of
the variables, asterisks replace the keyword. For each varia lethere is also
shown (1) "QUES if" which identifies the questionnaire items for those variables
that come directly from the questionnaire; (2) "VBL if" which indicates, tape

-,

!;cation; andf(3) an indicator for "split" variables: a plus sign (+) to the right, of ....

the "VBL ff." (The entries for our illustrative variables are shown in the /

Appendix.) ,.
. .

Needless to Say,' the destri Lions of variables and the'selection of key'Words ,
are to some extent arbitrar I ving emerged out of common usage within the
Center. To make the index more generally useful, a "dictionary", and a
ithesaurus"'of. keywords are included in the KWIC Index. The "dictionary"--lists

cross -
referenced with rested
all of the terms' orA pyases,,that are permitted to appear as keywords, cross-

ted keywords which *users are adviSed to consult. The
"thesaurus" lips concepts that are not used* keywords,,cross-referenced with
similar or equivalent word_s or phrases that do appear as keywords.

. I
21 It should be noted that the 'Center is certifying ,,only that these key

variables have been created according to the decision rules- contained in the
codebook; it is not ur%derwriting the validity of the rawdata on which they are
based. For examples in both the family income data and, the average hourly
earnings data there are instances of values that are completely unrealistic. (In
only,two instances--viz., the average hourly earniiigs variables forthe boys and
girls.:-.has the Center perforNed an edit to eliminat extreme values according to
rules that are set forth in the codebook. But even in these instances there may
be other anomalies.) Users are 'therefore cautioned not to accept even the "key
variables" uncritically. It is advisable to examine carefully all the variables to_
be used in the analysis. Such examination may suggest the Teed for additional
editing procedures.

4
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C. Numeric Index

.
,r

The Numeric Index is a complete list ot all, variables arranged in sequence
of tape location. It includes the variable description and the other information
contained in the KWIC Index. The fact that one.cin enter

the
Index-with tape

location and ascertain the information necessary to find the variable in the
codebook or in the questionnaire makes it particularly useful to programmers

It (see Appendix foi illustrations).-
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APPENDIX

, SAMPLE PAGES FROM NO DOCUMENTATION

,
The description of the NLS documentation contained in
Section V uses the variables "Marital Status, 1971" and
"Hourly Rate of Pay at Current or Last Job, 1971" as
illustrations. The 'following pages show how these two
variables appear in the Codebook and in the KWIC and
Numeric Indexes for the cohort of men 45-59 years of age.

o

e

o
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P4EERENCE*

NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SukVEY OF EN 45-59, 1966 TO 1973
CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCE RESEARCH

78. I REASON RESPONDENT IS NOT CURRENTLY SEEKING EMPLOYMENT SURVEY_WEEK_1966 IOLE 19661

2 TRAINING OR SCHOnL
6 2 PERSONAL OR FAMILY

.2E9 3 HEALTH REASONS
1 4 BELIEVES NO WORK AVAILABLE

5 DOES NOT WANT WORK AT THIS TIMEOF YEAR
9 6 RETIREE

18 *7 OTHER REASON
4,AP9 NA

VARIABLE*: 80 OUFTION: 108 1966

UNIVERSE INFORMATION:
*NOT* 'LABOR FORCE GROUP A' TN CH 8 . SEE R176.) *AND*
*NOT* 'LABOR FORCE GROUP 8 IN CH B , SEE R(76.)

79. NUMBER OF WErKS_U(1RKED IN 1965

nn NONE'
01 THRU 52 1-52 WEEKS

VARIABLE*: 81 QUESTION: 11A 1966
,

UNIVERSE INFORMATION:
I) "LABOR FORCE GROUP A° IN CH P SEE Rt7A.) *nR*

'LABOR FORCE GROUP B' IN CH E SEE Rf76.)
2) *NOT* ' LABOR FORCE GROUP A' IN CH 8 4, SEE R(76.) *AND*

*NOT* 'LABOR FORCE GROUP 8' ;N CH 9 , SEE R(76.)

018

,

DIsTRIBuTIoN F CODES:
COPES COUNT COCFS CnUNT .

0 26e 40-48 444
1-13 72 49-51 306

14-26 176 52' 3.439
27 -39 . 222 >52 . 0

0 OF NA'S: 94

PUBLIC RELEASE 73A
OCTOBER 10, 1975

OMMENTS

CnMMENTS

MINIMUM: 0
MAXIMUM:- 52
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1

REFERENCE.

NAT4ONAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEY OF MEN 4:7,59. 1966 TO 1973 PUBLIC RELEASE 73A
CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCE RESEARCH OCTOBER 10, '1975

C

80. USUAL NUMBER OF HOURS_PER_WEEK WORKED IN 1965 (ACTUAL),

00 NONE
01 THRU 99 1-99 HOURS

-VARIABLES: 82 QUESTION: 118 1966
. .

.

UNIVERSE INFORMATION:
*NOT* 'NONE" IN 11A SEE R(79.) o

CISTR/BUTION OF CODES:
conEs COUNT CODES . COUNT CODES COUNT,

n 268 30-39 375 70-79. 140
1-9 20 40-49 2.840 80-84 49

10-19 47 50-59 651 90T99 34
20-29 78 .60-69 '343 A N 1004. 0

A
' .

0 OF NAS: 175

44,

a

o

81. ,,,USUAL NUMBER OF HOURS_PERiFEK WORKMAN 965 (CATEGORY)

268 0 NONE
56 1 1-14 HOURS

176 2 15-34 HOUR'S
2,208 3 15-40 HOURS.

49-99
9o5 HOURS

f1.232
175 NA

VARtABLEOL: 83

UNIVERSE INFORMATION:
NOT 'NONE' 1N11A SEE R(79.)

QUESTION: 119 1966

COMMENTS

ANNUM:
mos .99

COMMENTS

4 \
'1 SO 81



Re=FRENtfo

NATIONAL LoWSITUOINAA. SURVEY, OF 14EN 45-49 1966 T ^_ 1973
CENTER FOR HUMAN REvIURCE 4FSEAmCm

36. NUMBFk dc HOUKS_wORKEO SURVEYrwEEK_1966 - (ACTUAL)

01 THRU 99 1-99 HOURS

A

VAR11444LEAr:

UP AVER INFORmAT/oNt
11,'WORKINGt TN I SFF R134'.)
2) ,YFS$ IV 2 SEE k(15.)

GUE(TIONA ?A 141,606

O

a

DISTRIeUTION CF GOOF?: .d.,

cosEs COUNT COEIS COAT CODES COUNT
, n r. (I 7n-39 , 549 70-79 21')
1-9 49 40-49. 2.075 J.84

10-1° 86 '

N....8(1-e*
671 90-99 6 IA

20-29 134,
.50-59
60-69 - 424 100+ O.

0 nF NA' F: 655

00.16
37 NUMBER OF HOURS. WORKED tuPVFY_WEEK_I966 (CATEGORY)

1,49°
4

1 49 qOURS OR'MORE
651 2 1-34 HOURS' .

2.215 3 35-4P HOUR('
11% 655 NA

"s.VARIABLEV3 38.. AUESTION: 2P

UNIVERSE INFOR)'ATION:
t 1) tWCRKING. IN 1' ,.SEE R(14.)

2) 'YFS, IN 2 SEE R(35.)

.O A

4
: o

0

r.
I

PUBLIC RELEASE 73A
OCTOBER 10, 1975

COMMENTS'

MINIMUM: 1
maapom: 99

t_
'. V .a

v

*,
-

3

4
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NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEY OF YOUNG MEN 14-24. 1966 TO 1973
.cENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCE RESEARCH .

KWIC INDEX OF VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS
0

slim.: (CONTINUED) ,
'a .

OCCUPATION OF **Ns**. 1467 (3- DIGIT)
Of.CUPATION OF *****, 1967 O

.

rEIG/TY ,
.

OCCUPATION OF *****. 196E (3-PIGIT)
',OCCUPATION OF *****. 190 (3-DIGIT) 7 ,

~ AS ***** IN HOUSEHOLD NHEN RESPONDENT WAS AGE14? - (CHECK ITEM VI
-.

M111.11PTIoN
SEE ALSO: ATTITUDE. COMmITMENT_TO_NdRA, JOB_ATfACHMENT. ROTTER_SCALE.-

..s.$ TO WORK - toti IMPORTANT Imi.NeASOUTJOB

(f

FIRST WAY I'(WHICH RESPONDENPS WORK HAS ***** SINCE OCTOBER 1969, 1971
MON& NAY INwICN RESPONgNI0S k0i{K HAGS **so* SINCE OCTOBER 1969.1971
THIRD WAY IN VINCH RESPONDENT'S WORK HAS Iwo*** SINCE OCTOBER 1969 1971

ZULUEL-EUALL

MARK-ET_VALUE OF BONDS. STOCKS; AND 41$1.41*, 1466
YARKET"..VACUF OF BONDS. STOCKS. AND *****, 1910
MARKET,VALUE OE. BONDS, ncks, AND *****, 1971

A

talICKAIITy

***** OF 'RESPONDENT

bly,yAFERS

WERE SA*** AVAILABLE AT AGE_14?

/

(
BP4IblitlaLglm' i, .

REASON
REASON

' RiASON
REASON

FOR **** IN 1967
FOR ***** IN 196B
FOR ***** IN 1969

:

FOR ***** IN 1970
PFASPN FOR-***** /N,1971 a 7 .

ktASON FOR ***I's. IN 1a74 .4.

WAS RESPONDENT A ***** IN 19202 ICKECK-ITEM 11, - 1971

... .*

_ :

PAGE 1C3
RURLIC.RELEASE
OCTOBER 27, 1476 Co

o REF. *

$92.
'114e.
1437.
2000.
.6011.

V BLA

It1S

1166
1465
2030
42T

319

I

CUE'S*

650

70C
67C

CH

6B

3;84.- 3829 7SC
4 WS. 3810 750

3914. 3831 75C

3SS. 361 e3e2

2
17.14' 2921
39. 3.1es

7402
-90.2

625. '630

400. 41.9 1018

.

444.
1164.
1751.

24;3'
lIP?

'1765

6'G ,1

PG 1

PG I

I'

2342. 3-23,2 PG 1

3054, 150.). nr

392°.4 i 3112 1 P4
3122.. I 3459 1 CH

85

.



'NATIONAL LONG/TUC' NAL SURNEY. OF YOUNG MEN 14-24, 1966 TO 1973
CENTER OR HUMAN RESOURCE RESEARCH

KWIC INDEX OF VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS

LDBEASATIvE Jrni c1110._
SEE ALSC: EMPLOYERS, INTERFIRM, INTERVENING_JOB.

1 6*1466, 1967, AND 1968
**soil - 1967 AND 196E
****s - 1967 AND 1969 - ANC REASON LEFT CURRENT_J08_1967
sA,A* - 19,48 AND 1969 - ANO REASON LEFT CURRENT- J08_19611
*****, 1 °66 AND 1967

1966 AND 14-70
'.00****, 1066 ANC 1971
4.***,v, 1966-19E7 - (CHECK ITEM Kr
***=t 1967 AND' 1 °70
*****, 1967-1.96S - (CHECK ITEM J)
.****9 1961-1966 - (CHECK ITEM M)
*****,.1968 AND 1970
*****, 1968-1969 - .(CHECK ITEM J)
**my I969,AND 1970

1970 AND 1971

LDEULIICNAL_IWIII010_

WAS RESPONDENT COMMITTED TO *AAss WHILE ENROLLED IN mi4_scmooL7
WAS wESFONEaNT ON PROBATION FROM sAilit WHILE IN HIGH_SCHOOL?

LDMNIELLIta-
SEE ALSO: GUIDANCE.

' A LATE THAT ***06PROGRAM STARTED IN SCHOOL - SCHOOL_SURVEY

LeyNcLin.06
-t

.

.*

NOteeK OF FULL-TIME *A*** IN SCHOCOL SCHOOL_SURVEY
NuPRER CF FURL -TIME gOUIYALENT *Atm PER 100 STUDENTS - SCHOOL_SURVEY .

NuMBER OF PART-TIME ***** IN SCHOOL - SCHOOL_SURVEY

CLIJuRAL EX2M1E_
SEE ALSO: BOOKS, LIFRARY_CARp, MAGAZINES, NEWSPAPERS, READING MATERIAL.

*Alps*: READING MATERIAL IN HOME AT AGE-,14
READING MATERIAL IN HOME Al AGF_14

a

86

.PAGE 20
PUBLIC AILEASE 73A

OCTCPER 27, 1976

REF.'. M.

1664.
1663.

.1 2241.
2242.
1114.
2990.
3874.
759.
1948.
1271.
12P8.
2986.
1866.
2984.
3E166.

1721.
1722.

1707.
1730.
1708.

1684
1683
2251
2251,
1126
2987
4107
7696

29ES
1285
1303
2489
1881
2 °90

4105

17441

1742_

1729

1727
1747
172e

'

628. I 634
627. 1 633

CH K

CH J
CH M

CH J

148
1,4C

.11

100

10B

10C

S

87

k0



`NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEY OF YOUNG MEN 14-24, 1966 TO 1973
CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCE RESEARCH

NUMERIC INDEX OF VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS

TOTAL NET FAMILY INCOME IN PAST YEAR, 1966 (RESPONDENT AND WIFE LIVE ALONE) (ACTUAL)
NATIONALITY OF RESPONDENT
OCCUPATION OF FATHER OR HEAD_OF_HOUSFHOLD WHEN RESPONDENT WAS AGE_14 (DUNCAN INDEX)
OCCUPATION OF FATHER OR HEAD_OF_HVUSEHOLD WHEN RESPONDENT WAS AGE_14 (1-DIGIT)
CULTURAL_EXPOSURE: READING_MATERIAL IN HOME AT AGE_14
LUNZAL_ExPOSURE: READING_MATERIAL IN HOME AT AGE_14
1NDE OF SOCINCONOMIC LEVEL OF PARENTAL FAMILY
EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF FATHER, 1466
NUMBER OF wEEKS_WORKED PY FATHER IN PAST YEAR, 1966
OCCUPATION OF FATHER, 1966 (3-DIGIT)
OCCUPATION OF FATHER. 1961 (DUNCAN INDEX)
HIGHEST GRADE_COmPLETED BY FATHER, 1966
EMPLOYMENT_STATUS OF MOTHER, 1966
NuMHER OF WEEIS_WPRKED BY MOTHER IN PAST YEAR, 1966
OCCUPATION OF MOTHER, 1966 (3-DIGIT)
OCCUPATION OF MOTHER. -1066 (DUNCAN INDEX)
HIGHEST GRAOE_COMFLETE0 BY MOTHER, 1966
'mARITAL_STATUS, 1967
CENSUS_DIVIS1oN OF CURRENT REsIDENCE, "1967
CURRENT RESIDENCE IN SMSA, 1967?
SIZE OF LABOR FORCE, 1960 CENSUS, FOR LABOR_MARKET OF CURRENT RESIDENCE. 1967
1967 t'PFMPLOYMENT RATE FOR LABOR_MARKET OF CURRENT RESIDENCE. 1967
INDUSTRIAL DIVERSIFICATION SCORE FOR LABOR_MARKET OF CURRENT RESIDENCE. 1967
INVEX_OF_DEMAND FOR MALE LABOR FOR LABOR_MARKET OF CURRENT RESIDENCE. 1967
REASON FOR NONINTERVIEW IN 1967
ENkOlLmENT STATUS, 1967 - IS RESPONDENT CURRENTLY ENROLLED?
MONTH RESPONDENT LAST ENROLLED IN SCHOOL. 1967
YEAR REsFONnE.T LAST ENROLLED I') SCHOOL. )967
GhAbE_ATTENfING, 1967
ENROLLMENT_ STATUS, 1967 - -TS RESPONDENT ENROLLED FULL-TIME?
WAS RESFONINT ENROLLED IN cCHOOL IN 1966? - (CHECK ITEM A-61). 1967
WAS RESPONDENT ENROLLED IN SCHOOL OR A COLLEGE GRAD IN 1966? - (CHECK ITEM A-2)
NUMBER OF YEARS OUT_OF_SCHOOL BEFORE RETURNFD4TO_SCHOOL THIS PAST YEAR. 1967
REASON RESPONDENT RETURNED_TO_SCHOOL THIS PAST YEAR, 1967

.

HIOH_SCHOnt. CURRICULUM CURRENTLY ENROLLED IN. 1967 (NIT ENROLUED 1966)
COLLEGE CURRICULUM CURRENTLY ENROLLED IN. 1967 (NOT ENROLLED 1966)
RESPONDENT IN HICH_SCHOOL IN 1966 AND COLLEGE IN 1967 OROTHER? (CHECK ITEM 61
IS CURRENT_SCHOOL THE SAME AS SCHOOL OF LAST YEAR? 1967
LOCATION OF CURRENT_SCHOOL. 1967
COMPARISON OF LOCATION OF MOST RECENT SCHOOL 'AHD CURRENT RESIDENCE. 1967
IS CURRENT_SCHOOL PUBLIC? 1967
MONTH STARTED ATTENDING CURRENT_SCHOOL. 196et (CHANGERS 1966 -1967)
YEAR STARTLE ATTENDING CURRENT_SCPOOL. 15067 (CHANGERS 1966-1967)
ENRoLLmENT_STATUS. 1967 - (CHUB ITEM C)
REASON FORATTENGING DIFFERENT SCHOOLS, 1966-1967
t3il'Ell-.13141 'OF ATTITUDE TOwARD'SChfilL - T9E6 *ND 1941
REASON FCM CHANr.F IN ATTITUDE TOWARD SCHOOL. 1961 -1967
IS RtSPONOINT WzRENTLY ENROLLED (Auf CURRICULUM AS LAST YEAR*'190

CL4Q1CULU9 CURRENTLY 14. 1767 COR4 CHANOrAS 1466096/1'
COLLFJE CU.01C1LOM CURRINTLY 11, 1967 ICU4R CHAIC.E9S 19t4-1701

PAGE 13
PUBLIC RELEASE 73A
OCTOBER 27, 1976

REF.

624.
625.
625.5
626.
627.
626.

I. 629.
630.
630.3
630.6
630.9

.

1 632.
632.3
632.6
632.9,
633.
635:
636.
637.
638.
640.
641."
642.
644.,

.

64
649.
650.
651.
65 ?.

653.
6
55.

N656.
657.
65P.
659.
660.
661.
662.
663.
664.
66K.#
666.
6t7.
rte.
6t9.
67n.

,vaie

62P*
630
631
63?
633
634
635
636
637
63P
639
640
641
662
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
6,50

651
652
653
654
655
656
657
656
659
6t0

1662

663
664
665

--666
667
660
669
670
671
67?
673
FT4
675
'Oa
t77
610

OUESI

PG*-1

PG 1

1

1

2A
2B

CH AI
CH A2

3A
36
3C
3C

CH B_
4

6
6

7

A
B

CH. L
9

Div
11

12

I

CO

8 9
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NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEY OF YOUNG
CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCE

MEN 14-24, 1966 TO 1973
ESEARCH
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PAGE 39
PUBLIC RELEASE 73A
OCTOBER 27, 1976

NUMERIC INDEX OF VAR/ABLE, ESCRIPTIONS

TIME UNIT RA7E_OF PAY REQUIRED TAKE HYPOTRETICAL_JO _OFFER SAME AREA (EMPLD 69)
REACTION TO HYPOTHETICAL_JOB_OFFER IN SAME ARFA, 19 9 (EMPLD,69)
ENROLLMENT_S7ATUS OF RESPONDENT. 1969 - (CHECK ITEM T)

REF. I

1951.
1952.
1953.

VDUS'

1971
1972
1973

QuES8

52
52

CH T
RATE_010 PAY REQUIRED 70 TAKE HYPOTHETICAL_JOB_OFFER DIFFERENT_AREA 69 1954. 1974 53
TImE UNIT RATE_OF_PAY REQUIRED TO ACCEPT HYPOTEIETICAL_JOB_OFFER DIFFERENT_AREA. 1969 1955. 1976 53
REACTION TO HYPOTHETICAL.10B- OFFER IN DIFFERENT_AREA, 1969 (EMPLD b9) 1956. 1977 53
COMmITmENT_TO_wORK', 1969

1957. 1978 54A
REASON FOR 571:PENG CmMITmENT_TO_WIRK, 1969

1958. 1Q79 548
REASON FOR'wEAK COMmiTmENT_TO_WIRK, 1969" 1959. 1980 54C
EXPLANATION FOR UNDECIDED COmmITHENT TO -WORK, 1969 1960. 19P1 54D
OCCUPATION_CFSIRED AT AGE_30, 1969 (3- DIGIT) -1961. 1982 55
CDmPARISONAOP OCCUPATION_DESIREC AT AGE_30, 1968-1969 - (CHECK ITEM U) 19/2. 1981 CH U
REASON FOR CHANGING OCCUPATION_DESIREOAT AGE_30, 1968-1969 1963. 19P4 56
COMPARISON OF OVERALL FINANCIAL_POsITION, 1968-1969

. 1964. 1985 S7A
.plw IS FINANCIAL_POSITIN BETTER /WORSE? 1968-1969 1965. 1 1986 :.TB
IS RESPONDENT .HEAD_OF_MOUSEHOID?-1969 (CHECK ITEM VI
no RESPONDENT RECEIVE FINANCIAL_AIDFROM RELATIVES IN PAST YEAR? 1969

1966.
1967.

1987
1988

CH V,
5PA

RELATIVES FROM WHOP. RESPONDENT RECEIVED-FINANCIAL_AID IN PAST YEAR, 1969 ,196e. 1989 51B .1
AMOU%T OF FINANOAL_A4D,RFLFIVED FR)m RELATIVES IN PAST YEAR. 1969 1969: 1990 '58C
INCOME FRO4,wAGES AND SALARY IN PAST YEAR, 1969 1970. -1992. 59AR
INCOME FROM FARM OR Ow% BUSINESS IN PAST YEAR. 1969 1971. 1994 59BP
NUBER OF wtERF OF uNEmPLoYmf&T_COmPENsATION IN PAST YEAR. 1969 - RESPONDENT 1972. 1996 :9CR
INCOME FROM UNImPOYmEmT_EnmPENSATION IN. PAST YEAR., 1969 1,1973.- ( 1907 59CR
INCOME FROM OTHER SOURCDS !N-FAST YEAR, 1969 . 1074. 1999 OGR,I
INCOME O.F WIFF FROM WAGFS AND SALARY 14 PAST YEAR, 1969 1975. 2001 59Aw
INCOME OF wIFE FROM 0104 BUSINESS CR- FARM IN PACT YEAR, 1969 1976. 2003 $9814
NUMBER OF WEFKS OF UNEMPLOymENT_COMPENSATION IN PAST YEAR. 1969 - WIFE 1977. 2005 59CW
INCOME OF WIFE FROM uNEmPLOYmENT_COMPEN-SATION IN PAST YEAR, 1969 1978. 2006 -.59Cw
./NEoNE.OF wIFF FP(;M OTHER SOURCES I'4 FAST 'YEAR. 1969 1979. 2008 64DW
DOE5 RESPDINT AND WIFf LIVF ALONE? 1969 ICHFCK ITEM W) 191,0. 2(110.3 CH W
TOTAL FAMILY INCOmF 14 PAST YEAR, 196* (RFSP(11VPENT AND WIFE DO NOT LIVE ALONE) 1oR1. 2011 60A
(ID ANY FAmILy mFmBERS AECEIVL wELEAkE OR PURLIC_ASSISIANCE IN PAST YEAR? 1969 1982. -2017 60B
NUMBER OF DEPENDENTS EXCLUDING WiFF. 1969 19P3. 2013 6)
COMPARISON OF RESIDENCE, smSA, 196P AND 1969 - (CHECK ITEM X) . 1984. 2014 Cm X
COMPARISON OF 1969 RESIDENCE AND 196P RESIDENCE, ACTUAL MILES 1985. 2015 62A
REASON FOR CHANGE OF RESIEFNCE, 168-1969 1916., . 2016 628
DID RESPONDENT HAVE A JOBLINED UP)BEFORE CHANGE OF RESIDENCE? 1968 -1969 1987. 2017 '3A
WEEKS Lormo DUE TD REsIKINCF CHANGE BEFORE W^RK WAS FOUND. 1968-1969 1988. 2nIF 638
NUMBER OF AREAS LIVFO IN OTHER THAN AND 1969 RESIOENCE (M/ZRANT 1968-69) 1989. 2019 63Cre
NUMBER OF AREAS LIVFD IN OTHER THAN ,NE OF 1969,RFSIDENCE (NONMtGRANT iv60769) 1990. 2020 ,64
CXFT CLASSIFICATION, 1969 4991. 2021 6tA
REASON REACTED BY DRAFT; 1969 1992. 2022 .858
L1FL STATUS OF FATHER, 1969 - (CHECK ITEM Y) 1993. 2023 CH Y
NUMBER OF WEFKS_wORKED PY FATHER 1ft PAST YEAR, 1969 1994. 2024 66A
010 FATHER USUALLY -WORK FULL-TIME IN PAST YEAR? 1969 1995. 2025 66B CO
OCCUPATION OF FATHER. 1469 0.-LcIE-!7! ,

.o 2.02t
LIFE 'STATUS Of 60111FR,, 190; - (CHECK ITEM Z) 1997. 1 2027 CH Z.
NU141qR OF wErNS_wORKED PY MOTHER IN'PAST YEAR, 1969
VID MOTHER USUALLY WORK FULL-TIME IN PAST YEAR?(1969
OCCUPATION OF MOTHER, 196,9. (3-DIGIT) 6/1

199P.
1999.
2non.,

1 2028
J-2029
1 2030

67A
670
67C 1
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Former NLS Staff M ropers, 1965-1976.
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.Former NLS' Staff Members, 1965-1976

(Contirmied)

GRADUATE RESEA CH ASSOCIATES:.
(Con't.)
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,
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0
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-NAT NAL LONGITUDINAL SURVEYS ORDER FORM
.

411

Name

)
Organization

Street Address

City, State, ZIP

Telephone
""`P

Billing Address, if different

ko
GP.* r 'so

'St

Please indicate the data file(s) you wish to rsaeive.q .(The price of, each
is $300.00- . .

Men 45-59 -1966-1975 .

Women,30-44. 1967 1976

YOung Men14-24, 1966-197..5

Young Women 14-24 ' ,1968-1975'

Orders should be mailed to:

NLS Users' Office
Center fonHumiui Resources Research
1375 Perw Street, Suite. 585,

COlumhus,'Ohio ' 43201
Phone 014) 422=1664

PLEASE FILL'OUT REVERSE SIDE its

..

0

4
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NOTE: Please consult the User Applications Office of your local
computing center if problems arise in completing this form.

Please indicate which tape format option you desire..

(a) 9 track, EBCDIC, 800 bpi, IBM standard labels
(b) 9 track, EBCDIC, 800 bpi, no labels
(c) 9 track, EBCDIC, 1600 bpi, IBM standard labels
(d) 9 track, EBCDIC, 1600 bpi, no labels
(e) 7 track, BCD, 800 bpi, no labels, even parity
(f) 7 track, BCD, 556 bpi, no labels, even parity
(g) 9 track, IBM floating point binary, 800 bpi,

IBM standard labels
(h) 9 track, IBM floating point binary, 800'bpi,,mo labels
(i) 9 track, IBM floating point binary, 1600 bpi,

IBM "standard labels
(j) track, IBM floating point binary, 1600 bpi,

no labels ,

4

Please indicate blocking preference.
*

Unblocked

Blocked, not to exceed ChGracters

(Users shauldassume that the logi
to 23,000 characters.)

record size will approximate 12,000

A copy of the codebook on computer tape (useful only in configurations
with 133-position printers which support a 64-charaCter set) is available
at no additional cost. Do you wish to receive this?

Yes

No

Purchasers who require a tape or record layout other than the
standard- options listed above should contact the Center for liftmen Resource
Research before ,ordering. Special requests may require additional charges.

/
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A third area of research in which the Center has been active is manpower
planning both in the U.S. and in developing countries. A current project for the
Ohio Advisory Council for Vocational Education seeks to identify and inventory
the highly fragmented institutions and agencies responsible for 'supplying
vocational and technical training in Ohio. These data will subsequently bn
integrated into 'a comprehensive model for forecasting the State's supply of
vocational and technical skills.

Another focus of research is collective bargaining. In a project for the U.S.
Department of Labor, staff members are evaluating several current experiments
for "expedited grieyance proceduret," working with unioni-and m4nagemenf in a'.
variety of industries. The procedural adequacies, safeguards foi- due process,
Cost and timing of the new procedure are being weighed against traditional
arbitration techniques. .

Senior staff also serve/as consultants to many boards and commissions at
the national and state level. Recent papers have been written for the Joint
Economic Committee of Congress, The National Commission for Employment
and Unemployment Statistics,. The National Commission for Manpower policy,
The White House Conference on the Family, the Ohio Board of Regents, the Ohio
Governor's Task Force on Health, and the Ohio Governor's Task Force on
Welfare.

The Center maintains a working library of approximately 6,000 titles which -
includes a wide range of reference works and current periodicals.. Also provided
are computer facilities linked with those of the University and/staffed by
approximatel'A dozen computer programmers. They serve the needs Of in -house
researchers and users of the National Longitudinal Surv.ey tapes.

,

For more information on specific Center activities or for a' copy of the
Pu 'cationsLIc List, write: Director, Center for Human Resource Research, Suite
585, 375 Perry Streets Columbus, Ohio 43201.4 -

I!
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The Center for Hyman Resource Research/
The Cenier Jot.' Human Resource Research ssis a policy-oriented research

unit based in the College of Administrative Science of The Ohio State University.
Established in 1965, the Center is concerned with a wide range of contemporary
problems associated with human resource development, conservation and
utilization. The personnel include approximately twenty senior staff members
drawn from the disciplines of economics, education, healthiences; industrial
relations, maAagement science, psyChology, public administration, social work
sand sociology. This multidisciplinary team is supported by approximately 50
graduate research associates, full-time research assistants, computer. program-
mers and other personnel.

The Center hai acquired pre-eminence in the fields of labor market
research and manpower planning. The National Longitudinal Surveys of Labor
Force Behavior have been the responsibility of the Center since '1965 under
'continuing support from the d,Unite.States Department of Labor. Staff have been
called upon for human resource planning assistance throughout the world with
major studies conducted in Bolivia, Ecuador and Venezuela, and recently the
National Science Foundation requested a review of the state of the art in human
resource planning. Senior personnel are also engaged in several other areas of
research including collective bargaining and labor relations, evaluation and,
monitoring of the operation of government employment and training programs
and the projection of health education and facility needs.

The Center for Human Reource Research has received over one million
dollars annually from government agencies and private foundations to support its
research in recent years. Providing support have been the U.S. Departments of
Labor, State, and -Health, Education and Welfare; Ohio's Health and Education
Departments and Bureau of Employment Services; the Ohio cities of Columbus
and Springfield; the Ohio AFL-CIO; and the George Gund Foundation. The
breadth' of research interests may be seen by examining a few of the present
projects.

. The largest of the current projects is the National Longitudinal Surveys of
Labor Force Behavior. This project involves repeated interviews over a fifteen
year period with four groups of the United States population: older men, middle-
aged women, and young men and women. The data are collected for 20,000
Individuals by the U.S. 'Bureau of the Census, and the Center is responsible for
data analysis. To date dozens of research monographs and special reports have
been prepared qty the staff. Responsibilities also include the preparation and
distribution of data tapes for public use. Beginning in 1979, an additional cohort
of 12,000 young men and women between the ages of 14 and 21 will be studied on
an annual basis for therfollowing five years. Again the Center will provide
analysis and Public tapes for-this cohort. ,

, .
The Quality of Working Life Project is.another ongoing study.6perated in

conjunction with the cities of Springfield and Columbus, in an .attempt to i
irnprove4 both the productivity and the meaningfulness of work for public
employees. in these 'two municipalities. Center staff serve as third party ,

advisors, as 'well as researchers, to explore new techniques for attaining
management-worker cooperation, _ 98


